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DATA CLUSTERING BASED ON VARIANT TOKEN NETWORKS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS
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on November 15, 2011, and U.S. Application Serial No. 61/660,259, filed on June 15,

2012, each of which is incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

This description relates to data clustering based on variant token networks.

Data clustering is a method whereby information that is substantially similar is

labeled with a shared identifier so that it may later be processed as if the information had

been grouped together in a common location. This information can include information

of various types such as financial data or health care records, for example. Each cluster

(among a set of multiple clusters) includes units of data (e.g., documents, database

records, or other data objects) that have been determined to meet some similarity

criterion. Some techniques are "off-line" techniques that process units of data as a batch

to generate clusters or add to existing clusters. Some techniques are "on-line" techniques

that process units of data incrementally as they are received. Clusters can be hierarchical,

where a given cluster at one level is itself divided into multiple clusters at another level.

In some cases, the clusters correspond to a partitioning of the data units in which each

data unit is in exactly one of the clusters, and in some cases clusters may overlap with a

data unit being a member of more than one cluster.

SUMMARY

In one aspect, in general, a method includes: receiving data records, the received

data records each including one or more values in one or more fields; and processing the

received data records to identify one or more data clusters. The processing includes:

identifying tokens that each include at least one value or fragment of a value in a field or

a combination of fields; generating a network representing the identified tokens, with

nodes of the network representing tokens and edges of the network each representing a

variant relationship between tokens; and generating a graphical representation of the



network with different subsets of nodes distinguished based at least in part on values

associated with nodes, where a value associated with a particular node quantifies a count

of a number of instances of the token represented by that particular node appearing within

the received data records.

Aspects can include one or more of the following features.

Two tokens have a variant relationship if a distance between the tokens is below a

threshold.

At least one subset includes a first node and nodes obtained by traversing edges

that connect to nodes associated with equal or lower values than the value associated with

the first node.

At least a first subset includes at least one node associated with a token that is a

representative for tokens represented by other nodes in the first subset.

Identifying a data cluster to associate with a first received data record includes

replacing at least one token in the first received data record with its representative token.

Identifying at least one node associated with a value that is larger than the mean

of values associated with the other nodes in the first set by more than a predetermined

threshold.

The method further includes determining any two of the identified nodes that are

directly connected to each other by an edge.

The method further includes receiving input from a user or a predetermined rule

applied to the network to modify the network by adding an edge between two nodes or

removing an edge between two nodes.

The method further includes displaying in a user interface a visual representation

of the network, and visually indicating the values associated with the nodes.

The method further includes receiving the input through the user interface.

In another aspect, in general, a computer program is stored on a computer-

readable storage medium. The computer program includes instructions for causing a

computing system to: receive data records, the received data records each including one

or more values in one or more fields; and process the received data records to identify

one or more data clusters. The processing includes: identifying tokens that each include

at least one value or fragment of a value in a field or a combination of fields; generating a



network representing the identified tokens, with nodes of the network representing tokens

and edges of the network each representing a variant relationship between tokens; and

generating a graphical representation of the network with different subsets of nodes

distinguished based at least in part on values associated with nodes, where a value

associated with a particular node quantifies a count of a number of instances of the token

represented by that particular node appearing within the received data records.

In another aspect, in general, a computing system includes: an input device or port

configured to receive data records, the received data records each including one or more

values in one or more fields; and at least one processor configured to process the received

data records to identify one or more data clusters. The processing includes: identifying

tokens that each include at least one value or fragment of a value in a field or a

combination of fields; generating a network representing the identified tokens, with nodes

of the network representing tokens and edges of the network each representing a variant

relationship between tokens; and generating a graphical representation of the network

with different subsets of nodes distinguished based at least in part on values associated

with nodes, where a value associated with a particular node quantifies a count of a

number of instances of the token represented by that particular node appearing within the

received data records.

In another aspect, in general, a computing system includes: means for receiving

data records, the received data records each including one or more values in one or more

fields; and means for processing the received data records to identify one or more data

clusters. The processing includes: identifying tokens that each include at least one value

or fragment of a value in a field or a combination of fields; generating a network

representing the identified tokens, with nodes of the network representing tokens and

edges of the network each representing a variant relationship between tokens; and

generating a graphical representation of the network with different subsets of nodes

distinguished based at least in part on values associated with nodes, where a value

associated with a particular node quantifies a count of a number of instances of the token

represented by that particular node appearing within the received data records.

Aspects can have one or more of the following advantages.



When clustering large volumes of data, one of the main factors limiting

performance and scalability is the number of computations that have to be made between

records to determine which are close under a suitable distance measure. A simple all-to-

all comparison scales quadratically in the number of records being clustered.

An improved approach incrementally discovers clusters and represents each by a

representative record that a new query record must be close to before further scoring of

nearby records is undertaken. To discover that a query record belongs to a new cluster

scales quadratically in the number of distinct clusters because every existing cluster

representative must first be checked before a new cluster may be created. For large

numbers of distinct clusters, as are common when clustering individuals or households

within a customer database of a business, this approach becomes untenable.

The data clustering method described herein uses a search process to determine

whether a query record is sufficiently close, under an approximate distance measure, to

any existing cluster before any expensive comparisons are made. This converts the worst

case in the previous approach of a query record being the first record of a new cluster into

a best case. If the query record has insufficient overlap with the existing records, it will

return no candidate records from the search, and it must be a member of a new cluster.

The data clustering method described herein uses a narrowly targeted search

based on a combination of a number of queries expanded from an initial query. The

multiple queries enable variant matches of query terms to be detected during search and

for simultaneous queries from multiple tokens in a field or from multiple fields in a

record. The search seeks to find candidate records from a set of master records, serving

as representatives of existing clusters, that meet a candidate match criterion. Search

indices may be precomputed against the full dataset in a batch mode or may be populated

cumulatively in an incremental mode. In batch mode, the search indices may contain

location information for matching records in the form of bitvectors. This facilitates

Boolean computation to combine the results of multiple searches.

The candidate match criterion may be formulated in terms of search codes, codes

that encode qualitative results of combinations of searches, for example, whether a search

for a customer had a match on both last name and city. Sample records associated with

each search code may be extracted to assist a user in tuning the candidate match criterion.



Search codes also make it possible in some implementations to realize the entire

candidate match criterion as a Boolean expression on search results, making search very

fast even when tokens need only match approximately.

After candidate records are found that meet the candidate match criterion,

representative records from each cluster associated with the candidate records are

retrieved for detailed comparison with the query record. A more expensive distance

measurement is used for this comparison. Analogous to search codes, match codes are

constructed to qualitatively summarize the comparison, including the qualitative match

found between each pair of compared individual fields or combinations of fields and

states of population of compared individual fields or combinations of fields, indicating

whether particular fields were, for example, null, blank or populated. Statistics may be

accumulated after clustering from the match codes to quantify the number of matches of

varying quality. Fixed numbers of sample records may also be extracted associated to

each match code to assist the user in judging the quality of matches of different kinds and

iteratively tuning the comparison functions used to compare records accordingly to alter

the match outcomes. Correlations between population features of records and quality of

match outcomes may also be deduced from match codes.

The set of detailed comparisons between the query record and the representative

records from candidate clusters may be analyzed to find the best matching pair above

some match threshold. If there is no best matching pair above the match threshold, the

query record is made the first record of a new cluster. If there is one best matching pair

above the match threshold, the query record is added to the corresponding cluster. If

there is more than one matching pair above the match threshold to different existing

clusters, the query record is added to the cluster associated with the best matching pair,

but the set of alternative clusters is recorded to be available for review by a user.

After cluster membership decisions have been made and all query records have

been assigned to clusters, a user may review the network of clustered records and engage

in a cluster approval process. Ambiguous matches are flagged to the user for review.

The user may choose to confirm any record within its cluster, in which case if that record

is ever presented to clustering again it will receive the same cluster id, without going



through the clustering process. This meets the business requirement that if a user has

manually confirmed a record is in the correct cluster, that decision must persist.

A user may choose to exclude a record from the cluster in which it has been

placed. On a subsequent clustering run, the record is blocked from being assigned to that

cluster and will be assigned to the next best cluster as determined by the algorithm.

A user may choose to map a record to a new cluster. On a subsequent clustering

run, the record will be assigned to a new cluster. Any non-confirmed records may join

that record in the new cluster providing they are closer to the record than to records in

other existing clusters. Similarly, a user may remap a selected record to a different

existing cluster, where it has not been placed by the clustering process. On a subsequent

run, the selected record will be placed in the chosen cluster and any (non-confirmed)

records close to that record will move with the selected record to the chosen cluster. This

makes it possible for a user to remap a handful of selected individual records and allow

reclustering to remap all records that are closely related to the selected records.

The approval process is facilitated by a process that extracts all records affected

by the user's changes and reruns them through the clustering process. The resulting data

clusters are differenced against the previous data clusters, and the user is shown the

result. The user may then choose to apply further changes on top of those just made and

iterate or discard the changes and start the approval process over from the beginning.

The entire approval process may be executed in a temporary work area, and when the

process is complete and the user is satisfied, the underlying cluster stores that guide the

clustering process may be published back to a persistent production area.

A further advantage of the data clustering process described herein is that a batch

mode clustering can be made on an initial dataset and future data may be added to the

existing clusters using the incremental mode, without having to recluster the entire

accumulated dataset. This satisfies a business expectation and requirement that cluster

membership of individual records do not change as new data arrives. Unless

unconfirmed records are reprocessed as they may be during the cluster approval process,

their assignment to individual clusters cannot change.

Multinational institutions can store information about individuals in numerous

countries. These countries may have data privacy laws or regulations that restrict how



data may be used and exported to other countries. The data privacy laws may protect a

wide variety of different types of data including healthcare records and financial records.

Data protection laws in some countries block the export of data to any other country. In

other countries, such laws allow the export of data to some countries while blocking the

export of data to other countries. As used herein, countries that restrict the flow of data to

any other country are referred to as prohibited data export countries, countries that restrict

the flow of data to selective countries are referred to as selective data export countries,

and restrictive data export countries will be used to collectively refer to prohibited data

export countries and selective data export countries.

At the same time, requesting countries may require that selected information be

made available from entities under their jurisdiction. For example, the United States (in

this example, a requesting country) may require that a global banking institution under its

jurisdiction provide a list of bank accounts associated with a person of interest; however,

the required data may be located in Switzerland (in this example, a restrictive data export

country).

The data clustering techniques described herein can be used to cluster records

associated with persons of interest in a requesting country with records in restricted data

export countries without exporting data from those countries.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIG. 1A is a block diagram illustrating a clustering process.

FIG. IB is a diagram illustrating a clustering process involving restricted data

export countries.

FIG. 1C is a block diagram illustrating a clustering engine.

FIG. ID is a block diagram illustrating a candidate search engine.

FIG. IE is a block diagram illustrating a variant profiler.

FIG. IF is a block diagram illustrating a variant network analyzer.

FIG. 1G is a block diagram illustrating a cluster approval engine.

FIG. 2A-D illustrate examples of the variant-search procedure.

FIG. 3A illustrates an example of a variant network.

FIG. 3B illustrates an example of the process to populate the token-representative

store.



FIG. 4 is a flow chart of an example of a process for parallelizing clustering uses

replicated segmentation.

FIG. 5A-C illustrates an example of parallel clustering using replicated

segmentation.

FIG. 6 illustrates an example of parallel surrogate key generation with partitioning

by the natural key.

FIG. 7A-D illustrates an example of searching on queries from multiple fields.

FIG. 8 illustrates an example of using the deletion-join procedure to implement a

variant-lookup procedure.

FIG. 9 is a flow-chart of an example of a process for clustering in incremental

mode.

FIG. 10A-D illustrates an example of clustering in incremental mode.

FIG. 11A-B is a flow-chart of an example of a process for clustering in batch

mode.

FIG. l l C illustrates an example of the cluster membership decision process for a

query record matching one member of an existing cluster.

FIG. 1ID illustrates an example of the cluster membership decision process for a

query matching members of more than one existing cluster.

FIG. 12 is a flow-chart of an example of a process to reconcile multiple matches.

FIG. 13A-C illustrates an example of reconciling multiple matches.

FIG. 14A-B is a flow-chart of an example of a cluster approval process.

FIG. 15A-C is a flow-chart of an example of clustering originating on one system

and continuing on a remote system.

DESCRIPTION

1 Overview

1.1 Search-based cluster process overview

Referring to FIG. 1A, a data processing system 10 is used to cluster data from

data sources 100. In some implementations, a clustering process executed by the data

processing system 10 analyzes tokens that appear within data organized as records that



have values for respective fields (also called "attributes" or "columns"), including

possibly null values. A token is at least one value or fragment of a value in a field or a

combination of fields. A user 102 uses a user interface 104 to monitor and control

various aspects of the clustering process, including: receiving reports, possibly both

tabular and graphical, on the collection of values, tokens, and their variants in selected

fields (or combinations of fields) in the data sources 100 and the network of variant

relations among them; creating and maintaining business rules to identify variant tokens,

similar phrases (i.e., multi-token units) and similar records, to find and resolve

ambiguous or false positive matches of tokens, phrases or records, and to make cluster

membership decisions assigning each record to one or more clusters; and reviewing,

modifying, and approving variant network connections and cluster membership

decisions.

Data sources 100 in general include a variety of individual data sources, also

called datasets, each of which may have unique storage formats and interfaces (for

example, database tables, spreadsheet files, flat text files, or a native format used by a

mainframe). The individual data sources may be local to the clustering system 10, for

example, being hosted on the same computer system or may be remote to the clustering

system 10, for example, being hosted on a remote computer that is accessed over a local

or wide area network or that accesses, or is accessed by, the clustering system 10 through

web services in the cloud.

Data in a data source may be organized as one or more records, each record

including one or more fields containing values, each value consisting of a string of

characters or binary values. The string characters may be single- or multi-byte

characters, e.g., ASCII or Unicode. Binary data may include numbers, such as integers,

and raw and/or compressed data, such as image data.

Data read from data sources 100 is processed by a variant profiler 110. The

variant profiler 110 identifies tokens (e.g., based on predetermined rules) and counts

occurrences of particular tokens in the data (e.g., the number of records in which a

particular token appears), and in some implementations stores information identifying

specific records in which particular tokens appear. The variant profiler 110 also

identifies pairs of different identified tokens that are variants of each other (called a



"variant token pair") on the basis of some similarity score, e.g. by edit distance, phonetic

similarity, or measures based on sequences of shared characters (e.g., "eqty fnd" is

similar to "equity fund" because all of the characters in the former occur in the latter in

the same sequence). External data 106 may be used to enrich or modify the collection of

tokens and variant token pairs identified by the variant profiler 110 using similarity

scores by, for example, providing dictionaries of words, lists of synonyms and

abbreviations, user-supplied variant pairings (e.g., company-specific synonyms,

abbreviations or acronyms), or cultural variant pairings of names (e.g., nicknames,

variant spellings, variant transliterations of foreign names, etc.). Such lists may add

tokens not present in the original dataset or create variant pairings between tokens

unrelated by similarity. External data 106 may also be used to modify scores associated

with variant pairings (where scores are used to indicate closeness, this can be used to

change the apparent distance between tokens), to break variant pairings (for example,

between dictionary words only accidentally similar), or to remove tokens.

An example of a token is a word (a string of characters without spaces) in a field

whose value consists of multiple words separated by spaces, for example, a personal

firstname taken from a field containing a fullname or a word in a street address (perhaps

formed by concatenating multiple fields). A token might contain spaces, like a city name

"New York." A token may be a numeric value, possibly binary, like a government

identifier (id) or an invoice number. A token may be a fragment of a string or numeric

value, such as a string with one character deleted, a number with a digit removed, or an n-

gram, consisting of a contiguous sequence of n characters taken from a string or number.

A token might be a fragment of a binary field, like the data corresponding to a region in

an image.

The pairing of variant tokens identified by the variant profiler 110 (into variant

token pairs) defines a variant network, in which each token is represented by a node and a

pairing between variant tokens corresponds to an edge between the nodes representing

those tokens. This variant network may be analyzed by a variant network analyzer 120.

A typical network may include a collection of multiple connected components, where the

nodes of each connected component are all connected by an edge to another node in that

component, but no nodes in different components are connected to each other. A



connected component is the closure of the set of nodes connected by edges. By

definition, different connected components are disjoint. The variant network analyzer

120 may identify the collection of connected components of the network and may

associate one or more token-representatives with each token within a connected

component of the variant network. Among the quantities characterizing nodes of a

variant network is the count of instances of the associated token in a chosen field (or

combination of fields) across all records in a dataset and separately the degree (or

coordination number) of a token, corresponding to the number of variants paired with the

token, that is, the number of edges connecting to the node representing that token.

A user 102 may view in a user interface 104 a graphical representation of the

network of variant pairings for tokens, in particular those within a single connected

component. Particular subsets of a connected component of the variant network may be

of interest and may optionally be highlighted in a graphical representation. For example,

consider those nodes that are not connected to a node with higher count. In some

implementations, these may be selected as a collection of token-representatives for the

connected component. The subnetwork consisting of the tree of nodes obtained by

traversing edges that only connect to nodes of equal or lower count may be called the

canonical neighborhood of the token-representative. All nodes in a canonical

neighborhood may be represented by its token-representative. Canonical neighborhoods

may overlap. As a consequence, a token may be associated with more than one token-

representative if it is not itself a token-representative. It is useful for a user 102 to be able

to visualize canonical neighborhoods and their overlaps through a graphical user interface

104.

The set of variant tokens paired with a chosen token is called its local

neighborhood. The chosen token is called the primary for the local neighborhood. In a

graphical display, the local neighborhood is the set of nodes connected to a chosen

(primary) node by an edge. The degree of the token (or coordination number in the

graphical sense) is the size of the local neighborhood (minus 1 to exclude the token

itself). The significance of a chosen token is computed as the log of the ratio of the sum

of the count of occurrences for each token in the local neighborhood of the chosen token

divided by the number of records containing at least one token (in the given source and



field or context from which the chosen token occurs). The significance allows the

relative importance of different tokens to be compared: tokens with higher significance

occur in fewer records and are therefore more distinguishing when used in search.

In some implementations, those tokens identified as distinctive by a statistical

test, for example, those whose count exceeds the sum of the mean plus the standard

deviation of counts of tokens in a local neighborhood, may be identified as "(local)

positive tokens." (A similar identification may be made for tokens in a canonical

neighborhood or indeed any neighborhood.) For tokens formed from individual words in

a company or personal name, a positive token is statistically likely to be an "actual" word

or name, as opposed say to being a typographical variant formed in error. That is, the

frequency of occurrence of the token is high enough that, within the context of its

neighborhood within the dataset, it is unlikely that the token occurred by accident.

Note that positive tokens are not necessarily expected to be found in a dictionary.

There may be systematic reasons why a misspelled word is predominant in a dataset. In

particular, a lot of made-up or deliberately misspelled words are used to form distinctive

company names. Equally not all dictionary words will be recognized as positive tokens

because the statistics of a dataset may not support their identification.

Many local neighborhoods will have one positive token. The positive tokens are

in a statistical sense the "actual" tokens - the other tokens are comparatively rare

variants. Some local neighborhoods may have no positive tokens because the frequency

of occurrence of all variant tokens is similar. This may happen especially for tokens that

are rare in the dataset where there are insufficient statistics to distinguish the positive

tokens. If the local neighborhood of a positive primary token has more than one positive

token, the other positive tokens are considered "false positives." That is, they are

statistically likely to be other "actual" tokens and not an accidental variant of the primary

positive token. Identifying such false positives is useful as they represent tokens paired

on the basis of similarity that should not be paired on the basis of semantic meaning. The

accuracy of the variant network can be improved by breaking such variant pairings.

Some care is required because some "false" positives, like plurals, should remain as

variants.



In the context of token-representatives, identifying positive tokens for canonical

neighborhoods may be useful. Some very common personal names are very similar.

Consider, for example, "Hernandez" and "Fernandez." Differing by only one substitution

makes them a variant pair. One of them will be more frequent than the other in a given

dataset and that one is likely to be the most frequently occurring token in the canonical

neighborhood containing both and therefore, in some implementations, is its token-

representative. By breaking the link between "Hernandez" and "Fernandez," both

become tokens unlikely to be linked to another token of higher count and are then token-

representatives with their own (overlapping) canonical neighborhoods. Further pruning

may be necessary to separate the canonical neighborhoods more completely, for instance,

breaking a link between "Hernandes" and "Fernandes" and other similar pairs.

A user 102 may use a user interface 104 to manipulate the variant network by, for

example, adding or deleting edges between nodes or adding or removing nodes. This

corresponds to adding or breaking variant pairings or adding or removing tokens, as

might have been done in a procedure performed by the variant profiler 110 by supplying

appropriate external data 106. A graphical user interface 104 provides a useful way to do

this. A graphical user interface 104 may also graphically distinguish positive tokens from

other tokens and highlight edges connecting positive tokens. A view listing all variant

pairs of connected positive tokens may be provided, together with a mechanism to select

which edges to break and which to preserve.

A search-based clustering engine 130 processes "tokenized records" (which are

records whose content has been tokenized), in some implementations divided into

segments and/or partitioned among processors to be processed in parallel, to group

records that have similar content (based on their corresponding tokens) to produce a

collection of data clusters 180. The clustering engine 130 can run either in a "batch

mode" (or "offline mode") in which all records within a batch of records in the data

source 100 are collectively available for comparison at the outset or in an "incremental

mode" (or "online mode") in which records are processed as they arrive against the

collection of records that have previously been processed.

In some implementations, a batch mode is used to obtain an initial clustering and

later records are added in incremental mode. Adding data does not then require



reclustering the full set of accumulated data from scratch. In addition to the obvious

performance advantage of only processing the additional records, this has the added

benefit that previously determined assignments of records to clusters cannot change when

new data arrives, as might happen if an entire dataset were reclustered from scratch. This

is particularly important when clustering in a business context as clusters and their

members have a business meaning, independent of the clustering process, and businesses

are uncomfortable with the idea that cluster membership may change just because more

data becomes available.

Cluster stores 170, including search stores 146 and representative records stores

178 (see FIG. ID and 1G), are maintained by the clustering engine 130 and participate in

the cluster process. In some implementations, in addition to the cluster stores 170, results

from the variant profiler 110 and the variant network analyzer 120 may be taken into

account when comparing records for similarity during the clustering process.

A data cluster is a set of data records whose contents have been judged to be

sufficiently similar. Data records that are included in a cluster are said to be members of

that cluster. In some implementations, records in a cluster exhibit a high measure of

similarity with other members of the cluster and a low measure of similarity with

members of other clusters.

A segment is a set of data records that may be compared with each other for

membership in a cluster. Records in different segments are not compared by the

clustering engine 130 and will necessarily be assigned membership to distinct clusters.

The placement of records of a dataset into segments is called segmentation. A record

may be a member of more than one segment. In some scenarios, there is a natural

segmentation based on a value expected to be common across a cluster, for example, a

classifying characteristic that divides the collection of records into disjoint sets, like a

product identifier or a geographic quantity like zip code or country of origin. In some

implementations, data clusters can be segmented based on other criteria, for example,

data may be segmented based on a fragment of a government assigned identifier. In some

implementations, multiple levels of segmentation are possible. For example, data may be

segmented first by country of origin, data clusters within each country of origin segment

may be further segmented by a fragment of a government assigned identifier.



When processing in parallel, in some implementations, each segment may be

passed to a separate processing partition because no comparisons are made between

records in different segments. In other implementations, data records in the same

segment may be partitioned to separate partitions to be processed in parallel, providing

certain data, including search stores, used by the clustering engine 130 is shared by all

partitions.

In some implementations involving restricted or one-way flow of information

between remote processing systems, queries and shared information like search store

entries may be passed one-way to the restricted remote processing system without

harming the reliability of results as viewed in the restricted remote processing system.

For example, some countries restrict the sharing of personal information across their

borders: some prohibit data export to all other countries (for example, Switzerland) while

others prohibit data export to selected other countries, including the US (for example,

France). In FIG. IB, a query 20 is originated in the US 2 1 by a user 22. The query might

consist of a personal name, government assigned identifier and a date of birth, and the

object of the query is to find all bank accounts owned by the named person. The query is

applied to data clusters 23 held in the US 21, and certain records (called candidate

records) are returned. Additional information, such as search-entries from the search

store 146 or representative records from the representative records store 178, may be

retrieved and held as a result of the query. The query, candidate records and possibly the

additional information may be passed 40 to a selective data export country 4 1 to be

clustered locally by a local user 42 against data clusters 43 held within the selective data

export country 4 1. Similarly, the query, candidate records and possibly the additional

information may be passed 50 to a prohibited data export country 51 to be clustered

locally by a local user 52 against data clusters 53 held within the selective data export

country 51. The results of the clustering will be available within the restricted data

export countries for appropriate local action, for example, for fraud detection or law

enforcement. The failure of a restricted data export country to export its data or its

shared information (like search-entries or representative records) simply means that

cluster members derived from data in the restricted data export country will not be visible



outside of that country. The integrity of data clustered outside of the restricted country is

unaffected.

Similarity of records is measured in some implementations by combining

comparisons of tokens from one or more fields of data records into scores using scoring

functions and business rules. Data pattern codes, such as search codes and match codes,

summarize characteristics of a record and are useful both in formulating business rules

for measuring similarity and when presenting results to the user 102. For example, a

search code for a record may label those combinations of tokens shared between sets of

records while a match code for a pair may encode the match quality and the state of

population for each field or combination of fields being compared. For example, match

quality states within a match code for a pair of compared field values might include

"exact match" if the values were identical or "fuzzy match" if the similarity score were

greater than a fuzzy match threshold. Population states within a match code might

include "unpopulated 1" if the value in record 1 of the pair is null or blank (zero or more

space characters) or "correlated population" if the values in record 1 and record 2 of the

pair are either both populated or both null or blank. A search code or match code is

assembled from collections of such coded states for different attributes characterizing a

search or a match pair. Sample records having each search code, or sample records from

matching pairs having each match code, can be displayed for the user. This may help the

user to develop, refine and tune the similarity measures used to make cluster membership

decisions.

A cluster approval engine 190 may be employed to improve cluster decisions

iteratively through user interaction. A user 102 makes a series of cluster approval

decisions through a user interface 104, for example, confirming a record as a member of

a cluster or remapping a record to a new or existing cluster. Only selected records need

be remapped by a user 102 to split or merge entire clusters. Records potentially affected

by cluster approval decisions are identified, retrieved and reprocessed through the

clustering engine 130 to produced modified data clusters 180. Remapping of individual

records has a cascading effect on cluster membership causing existing clusters to split or

merge when affected records are reclustered —those records closer to a remapped record

than to an original primary record of a cluster will move with the remapped record to its



new cluster. The user 102 may be shown a "before-and-after" representation of the data

clusters in a user interface 104 to validate the changes provoked by the user's cluster

approval choices. A user 102 may then iteratively continue to modify the clusters until

satisfied with the result. Because of the cascade effect induced by remapping, a user is

able to manipulate the disposition of many records with a few judicious changes without

having to micromanage the placement of every individual record.

1.2 Clustering engine

FIG. 1C diagrams the elements of an example of a clustering engine 130. In some

implementations, data source records 100 or tokenized records 118 are read and separated

into segments by a segmentation engine 132 and/or partitioned among multiple processes

by a parallel partitioner 134 for parallel processing.

In some implementations, the set of original or tokenized records may be sorted

136 (within each segment and/or process) to impose an ordering that reflects the

distmguishability or richness of the records, with more distinguishable records first. This

may improve the quality of clustering. Distmguishability is intended in the sense that a

record having more fully populated fields, containing diverse values and multiple tokens,

is intuitively more distinguishable from other records than would be a record, possibly

incomplete, containing unpopulated fields and fields populated with default values or

single tokens.

For example, one distmguishability criterion might be based on a characteristic

population pattern of a record. A population pattern code may be used to encode the state

of population of a record by, for example, concatenating a set of values for a selected set

of one or more fields or combinations of fields in a record (relevant to cluster

membership)-for example, the values "0" if the field is unpopulated (null, empty or

blank), "1" if it contains a default value and "2" if the field is populated with a non-

default value. Other higher values might be used to make further qualitative distinctions

between the state of population of a field, for example, the number of tokens in a text

field (making appropriate compensations in the representation of other code values if the

numbers may exceed "9"). A distmguishability score may be computed as a weighted

score of the different population values in the population pattern code. Higher scores



would indicate more distinguishable records, and the sort 136 to organize records might

be a descending sort on the distinguishability score. (In general, a sort order may be

determined from a non-numeric distinguishability criterion, such as a population pattern

code, without first converting to a score.) More formal measures of distinguishability

may be constructed using data in the variant profiler stores 115 that include statistical

measures like the significance of each token in a given source and field (or context).

The purpose for doing a distinguishability sort 136 is that it leads to better

clustering results because the clustering membership decision process is incremental:

records are assigned to clusters as they are processed. In particular, the number of

clusters is unknown at the outset, and new clusters are discovered as records are

processed. The distinguishability ordering is designed to work with the cluster

membership decision process to produce the largest number of distinct clusters

compatible with the cluster membership decision process. Experience shows that if

records with low distinguishability scores, and often concomitant lower data quality, are

processed first, they tend to provoke agglomeration of otherwise distinguishable clusters.

In some implementations, it may be preferable to perform clustering in a data

quality cascade in which records with substantively different data quality are processed

separately. For example, for bank records having a customer name, government id and

date of birth, it is worth processing the set of records having all three fields populated

(with non-default values) separately from those having two fields populated (with non-

default values) from those having only one field populated. The reliability of clustering

membership decisions is degraded as the completeness of the record declines, and

making separate clustering passes may assist a user in understanding the impact of this.

Equally records of different distinguishability scores could be marked in a graphical

display in a user interface 104 for a user 102. For example, the records could be colored

on a gradient scale ranging from high to low distinguishability so that a user may see at a

glance which records are less reliable. The user interface 104 may also have a switch for

turning on and off the display of tokens with different ranges of distinguishability, again

enabling the user to concentrate on data of a given quality. Here, distinguishability is

being used here as a proxy for data quality, but the graphical display could as well use



direct measures of data quality derived independently of the distinguishability score used

to drive clustering.

The clustering engine 130 contains a candidate search engine 140, which

identifies candidate matches for each original or tokenized record, called the query

record, from among the set of records available for comparison. If no records are

retrieved by the candidate search engine, a new cluster id is generated and assigned to the

query record. Appropriate information about the new cluster is stored in the cluster

stores 170. If records are retrieved by the candidate search engine, they are scored in

detail against the query record by a scoring engine 150 prior to making cluster

membership decisions. The cluster membership engine 160 determines cluster

membership of scored query records. Variant profiler stores 115 produced by the variant

profiler 110 and variant network stores 126 produced by the variant network analyzer 120

and other cluster stores 170 may all be used by the candidate search engine 140 and the

scoring engine 150 to assist in identifying and scoring candidate records.

In some implementations, a single record may be assigned to multiple clusters, for

example in different segments or on separate clustering passes with different cluster

strategies. A multiple match reconciler 165 may be used to reconcile the assignments to

associate each record to a single cluster.

In some scenarios, ambiguous matches to multiple clusters may remain after

multiple matches have been reconciled, for example, when there is insufficient

information to distinguish between alternative matches, as when a record is close to

membership in more than one cluster. For example, suppose there are two distinct

clusters labeled by the names "Acme Industries Canada" and "Acme Industries

Australia." A query record "Acme Industries" is an equal match to both names. In the

absence of other information, to which cluster "Acme Industries" should be assigned is

ambiguous and incapable of resolution. In such cases, ambiguous matches may be

reported and displayed to the user 102 in the user interface 104, perhaps marking records

involved in ambiguous matches with a distinctive color in a graphical display of the

network of clustered (matched) records.

In some implementations, the cluster membership decision process may assign an

ambiguous record to one cluster out of the set of possible alternative clusters. For each



member of a cluster involved in the cluster membership decision paired with an

ambiguous member, the user interface 104 may display in one color the edge from the

ambiguous record to the paired member of the cluster where membership has been

granted and in a different color each edge to a corresponding member of a cluster where

membership has been denied. (For example, in FIG. 1ID, the edge between the

ambiguous record 1190 and the member 1193 of the matched cluster is shown in black

while the edge between the ambiguous record and the member 1194 of the unmatched

cluster is shown in gray.) This display may enable a user 102 to readily distinguish the

decision made by the cluster membership engine from the alternatives immediately

available before accepting or modifying the cluster membership engine's assignment.

A purpose of the candidate search engine 140 is to reduce the number of records

that need to be compared in detail to the query record by performing a search that only

retrieves records meeting a minimal standard of similarity. Essentially the set of records

available for comparison (all records in a segment in the batch case) is indexed so that

searching against the index may be used as a fast, computationally inexpensive filter to

discard records that cannot possibly be a match. The performance of the clustering

engine 130 may be dramatically affected by the success of the candidate search engine

140 in narrowing the set of records to be considered in detail.

1.3 Candidate search engine

FIG. ID outlines the elements of an example of the candidate search engine 140.

A query record is read from the set of data source records 100P or tokenized records

118P. This query record may be in a segment and/or in a parallel partition if the original

or tokenized records have been segmented and/or partitioned to be processed in parallel.

A query is based on a predefined or user-specified procedure that selects one or more

tokens from one or more fields or combinations of fields of the query record, and is

generated from a selected token or combination of selected tokens by a query

construction procedure 142. In some implementations, the generated query is expanded

into an expanded query that includes one or more specific queries by a query expansion

engine 143.



In some implementations, the collection of fields, called the scoring fields,

involved in determining cluster membership by the scoring engine 150 may be found

from scoring rules that are used by the scoring engine 150. Scoring rules are specified in

a predefined or user-specified ruleset, in which one or more fields or combinations of

fields are separately compared for similarity and then the collective set of intermediate

field scores are combined to compute an overall record score. A ruleset is a collection of

rules, each of which computes one or more intermediate values or output values, by

combining input values, constants, parameters, other intermediate values, other output

values, and values obtained by lookups to other datasets in a set of one or more case-

based assignments, which may use a combination of built-in logical and mathematical

operations, built-in functions and user-defined functions. Rulesets may produce one or

more output values, some of which may be vectors. The scoring rules in a scoring ruleset

will employ a selection of fields from the incoming data records, and collectively these

fields are referred to as the scoring fields.

A set of records sharing identical values in the scoring fields will share the same

cluster membership decision. The scoring field deduplication module 144 ensures that

only the first record of such a set of records is passed to scoring and subsequent records

simply inherit the cluster membership result.

A search-entry expansion engine 145 is applied to either records in the full

incoming data source 100 or the set of existing data cluster records 180 to construct a

search store 146.

A query record is passed to the core search engine 147 of the candidate search

engine 140. The search engine 147 takes each expanded query and returns one or more

lists of unique record identifiers of possible candidate matches between the query record

and identified candidate match records. These lists are passed to a cluster candidate

selector 148, which applies predefined rules and/or user-specified rules (e.g., a ruleset) to

identify a list of candidate match records that meet the minimum criteria to be worth the

investment of detailed scoring by the scoring engine 150. In some implementations,

search codes that characterize the combination of tokens matched between the query

records and the available records are used both to facilitate the selection process and to

analyze the selection process retrospectively.



1.4 Variant profiler

FIG. IE outlines the elements of an example of the variant profiler 110. The

variant profiler 110 can use any of a variety of techniques for generating an archive that

identifies pairings of variant tokens, including a process for producing an archive such as

that described in U.S. Publication No. 2009/0182728, entitled "Managing an Archive for

Approximate String Matching," incorporated herein by reference. Records are read from

the data sources 100. They are prepared for profiling in a data preparation module 111,

including being processed by a standardizer 112 and a tokenizer 113. The standardizer

112 applies predefined rules and/or user-specified rules to standardize incoming data

based on the nature and meaning of the chosen fields (or designated combinations of

fields). For example, string values may be lower-cased and particular punctuation

characters may be either deleted, replaced with a space character or both (possibly

resulting in multiple records). The tokenizer 113 identifies a list of tokens based on

predefined rules and/or user-specified rules applied to a value in a field, according to the

nature and meaning of the field. For example, a street line of an address may be split on

the space character into a list of words, while the city field, possibly containing values

representing a semantic unit like "New York," are not split into words. The tokenizer

113 produces a dataset or datastream of tokenized records 118 for further processing by

the clustering engine 130.

The distinct tokens of the tokenized records are also profiled by a variant profiling

engine 114, including counting the number of instances of each token (e.g., a number of

records in which a token appears). In some implementations, a key identifying the data

source, field, and/or context (logical grouping of fields) in which a token appeared may

be associated with the token, and a corresponding count of the number of instances of the

token may be maintained. This enables separate statistics to be compiled for the same

token appearing in different sources, fields, or contexts. In some implementations,

location information, identifying the records in which the token appears in the given field

or context, is also associated with the token. This location information may be in the

form of a bitvector, optionally compressed, in which a bit is set for each record in which

the token appears. The order of the bits can be explicitly or implicitly mapped to

locations of the records.



The variant profiling engine 116 proceeds to identify tokens that are variants of

each other based on a token similarity measure. Many token similarity measures are

possible. One is to compare tokens for similarity based on edit distance. The

Levenshtein edit distance counts the number of insertions, deletions and substitutions

required to turn one word into another. Two words are more similar the smaller their edit

distance. Another measure is to compare words based on phonetic similarity, for

example using the soundex encoding.

A third possibility is to compare sequences of shared characters. A base sequence

similarity score can be computed by counting the number of shared characters and

dividing by the length of the shorter string. A full sequence similarity score is then

formed by subtracting weighted penalties from the base score for characters out of

sequence and the difference in lengths of the strings. For example, "eqty fnd" and

"equity fund" share 8 characters, including the space character, out of a possible 8

characters and 11 characters, respectively. The base similarity score is 1. There are no

characters out of sequence, and the length difference is 3 . So with a length mismatch

weight of 0.05, the sequence similarity score is 1 - 0.5*3 = 0.85.

In some implementations, the variant profiling engine 114 produces variant

profiler stores 115, including a score archive identifying variant pairs and their similarity

scores and a variant archive containing every token in each of its source-field-context

appearances, the associated count, location information, and list of variant tokens and

their counts in the same source-field-context. A variant network 116 may be computed

from the variant archive in which each node is a token and each edge is a pairing of

variant tokens. The variant network 116 may be displayed graphically in a user interface

104 where the user 102 may manipulate it, perhaps adding edges to link tokens that were

not identified as variant pairs by the variant profiling engine 114 or deleting edges that

connect tokens that are only variants based on similarity, not semantics.

In some implementations, the variant profiler stores 115 and variant network 116

may be enriched by incorporating external data 106. External data 106 may include lists

of synonyms and abbreviations supplied by the user or available from third parties. One

example of an external data source is a list of cultural variants of names, including

nicknames, alternative spellings, and alternative transliterations. For example, such data



may be incorporated by adding all of the tokens in the external data and the variant pairs

they entail to the variant profiler stores 115 and variant network 116, or by adding only

the pairings between tokens that exist in the data. In the former case, the count associated

with tokens not present in the data should be zero. If such a token should arise in future

processing, its count can be increased, but any implied links to other tokens will already

be present.

1.5 Variant network analyzer overview

FIG. IF outlines the elements of an example of a variant network analyzer 120.

The variant network 116 is read and a network analysis engine 122 conducts network

analysis. In some implementations, the network analysis may identify sets of connected

components of variant tokens within the variant network 116 and perform further

analyses, some of which are described below. A user 102 may view a graphical display

of the variant network 116 in a user interface 104, in which each token is displayed as a

node and each variant pairing of tokens is indicated by an edge. The graphical display

may be decorated with information characterizing the nodes and edges, such as the

information in the examples enumerated below. The user 102 may modify the variant

network 116 interactively using the user interface 104, adding or deleting nodes or edges

or editing the decorated information.

The local neighborhood of a token may be displayed. Neighborhood analysis

conducted by the network analyzer 122 may identify, and mark in the graphical display,

positive tokens (those statistically distinguishable from other tokens in their local or other

neighborhood), and edges connecting pairs of positive tokens.

The count of instances of each token may be shown in the display and in some

implementations indicated graphically by the size of the icon used for the node. Tokens

that are connected to no variants of higher count may be identified, along with their

canonical neighborhoods (the tree of tokens formed by starting from a highest-count

token and following all variant pairings to tokens of equal or lesser count), and displayed.

A token representative is a token that is selected to represent every token in a chosen

neighborhood. A token representative selector 124 may select one or more token

representatives from each connected component, for example the highest-count token of a



canonical neighborhood. Canonical or other neighborhoods associated with token

representatives may be overlapping.

The significance of a token, taken from the variant profiler stores 115, indicates

which tokens are relatively more distinguishing when used as search terms. The

significance of a chosen token is computed from the count of variants in the local

neighborhood of the chosen token and is associated with the chosen token. As variant-

paired tokens may have different local neighborhoods, their significance may differ,

hence the importance of associating the significance to each token. Significance is

another property that may be displayed with a color gradient in a graphical display of a

variant network.

The (Simpson's) diversity of a local neighborhood is another quantity associated

with each token. When normalized, Simpson's diversity reflects the skew in the

distribution of the count of variants of a designated token. The unnormalized magnitude

of the diversity is the expected count that a variant of a token chosen at random will have.

If the count of the k* variant of a designated token is ¾ , then the total number of variants

(not including the designated token) is the sum over k of . The diversity is

diversity = < nk > = k in variants ¾ Pk = ∑ k in variants ¾ 2 / N ,

where

N variants ¾

is the total count of variants and

p = nk / N

is the probability that an occurrence selected at random will be associated with the k*

variant. To normalize the diversity shown, divide by in variants ¾ to get a quantity

between 0 and 1. The diversity may be useful for identifying links between correlated

tokens because correlation of tokens implies low diversity. This gives a similar but

distinct measure to that used to identify positive tokens.

The results of the network analysis may be stored in a collection of network

analysis stores 126, in some implementations including a token representative store 127

and a neighborhood analysis store 128. The tokens and their associated token

representatives may be stored in a token representative store 127. A neighborhood



analysis store 128 may contain information gleaned from network analysis, including

positive tokens, variant pairs of positive tokens, and canonical neighborhoods.

1.6 Cluster approval process overview

FIG. 1G outlines the elements of an example of the cluster approval engine 190.

Cluster membership decisions may be reviewed by a user 102 using a user interface 104.

Ambiguous cluster membership decisions, in which one record is sufficiently close to

more than one cluster to be a possible member, may be flagged by the clustering engine

130 and resolved by the user 102. The illustrated elements of the engine 190 correspond

to actions that may be initiated by user input.

A record may be confirmed 192 as a member of a given cluster. The decision,

pairing a unique record identifier of a record and the cluster id of the associated

confirmed cluster, may be stored in a confirmed or excluded store 172 in the cluster

stores 170. If a confirmed record is presented to the clustering engine 130, as evidenced

by the presence of its unique record identifier (in the confirmed set) in a confirmed or

excluded store 172, the cluster id of the confirmed cluster, will be reported without

further processing.

A record may be excluded 194 from a given cluster. The decision may be stored

in a confirmed or excluded store 172 in the cluster stores 170. If an excluded record is

presented again to the clustering engine 130, it will be blocked from membership in the

excluded cluster and will necessarily be assigned to a different, possibly new, cluster.

Records may be remapped 196 to other clusters. In particular, clusters may be

split 197 into two or more parts by assigning one or more records to new clusters. In

many cases, it is only necessary to remap a selection of distinctive records, as upon

reprocessing, records more similar to those records than the original cluster primary

record will follow the remapped record to its new cluster. Clusters may also be merged

198 into one cluster by remapping one or more records to an existing cluster. Again, in

many cases, it is only necessary to remap a selection of distinctive records prior to

reclustering.



2 Examples

2 .1 Variant profiler and the deletion-join procedure

The variant profiler 110 identifies pairs of variants, measures their similarity, and

stores the pair of variant tokens and their similarity score in the variant profiler stores

126. In some implementations, the variant profiler 110 computes the edit distance

between all pairs of tokens and stores those pairs of tokens whose edit distance

("similarity score") is below a predetermined threshold. The Levenshtein edit distance

counts the minimum number of insertions, deletions, and/or substitutions required to

change one token into another and is a widely used measure of typographical similarity.

Unfortunately, the approach of comparing all pairs of tokens is inefficient because the

vast majority of token pairs have no similarity, so a lot of computational effort may be

expended to little benefit.

A deletion-join procedure measures similarity of tokens based on typographical

variation, much as the Levenshtein edit distance, but is designed to compare only tokens

that are relatively close, thereby saving the computational cost of evaluating many

unrelated tokens. This is described more fully in U.S. Publication No. 2009/0182728,

entitled "Managing an Archive for Approximate String Matching."

In some implementations, the deletion-join procedure proceeds in the following

way. For each token in a token dictionary (i.e., a catalog or list of tokens) or a portion of

a token dictionary (e.g., for a given source, field, and/or context), every variant formed by

deleting a single character from the token is made. This "deletion set" for a given token

contains a list of entries each having a key identifying the original token ("token key"),

the original token ("original"), the deletion variant token ("deletion var"), and the

position of the character ("deletion_pos") that has been deleted from the original token.

The collection of deletion sets may be stored in variant profiler stores 115 along with the

token dictionary or may be discarded after being used by the variant profiling engine 114

to generate the variant pairs also stored in variant profiler stores 115.

The original token may be included in the deletion set, along with the deletion

variants, with the deleted character position of 0 . For example, the following is a deletion

set for the token LONDON :



token key deletion_pos deletion var original

0 LONDON LONDON

1 ONDON LONDON

2 LNDON LONDON

3 LODON LONDON

4 LONDN LONDON

5 LONDO LONDON

Note that {token_key, deletion_pos} is a unique "key" identifying a given deletion

variant.

The deletion-join procedure may be extended to more than one deletion. In some

implementations, the sequence of deletion positions may be recorded for use in scoring

similarity. In other implementations, the deletion positions may not be retained, and

scoring may be done using an alternative procedure.

A procedure similar to the deletion-join procedure can be used to determine

variant matches between tokens in one or more dictionaries by performing a join (or

lookup) operation on the deletion var token. The join/lookup operation is fast and

selective. Two tokens that share a deletion var token may differ at most by one deletion

in each token (for deletion-join 1variants), so they are "close" in edit distance. This

provides a potential advantage of the deletion-join procedure: reducing the number of

pairs that require scoring by identifying only those close enough to merit scoring. In

some implementations, a similarity score between tokens paired on deletion var is

computed directly between the associated original tokens using a predefined or user-

specified similarity function. For example, two paired tokens could be compared by

computing their edit distance using the Levenshtein edit distance or some other edit

distance measure. This application of the deletion-join procedure has a potential

advantage of reducing the number of pairs to score while enabling the user to employ any

desired similarity scoring procedure.

In other implementations, the quality of the variant pairing is scored by

comparing the positions of the deleted characters. This provides a fast computation of an



edit distance-like measure that leverages information gleaned from the deletion-join

procedure (whereas a Levenshtein edit distance calculation effectively starts over from

scratch with the token pair) and allows customization of the score to emphasize features

of the pairing. In one example of a procedure for computing a similarity score, points

may be assigned for different types of changes as follows: 1 point for a deletion (or

insertion), 1point for changing the first letter, 1 point for changing the last letter, 1 point

if the characters deleted are separated by more than one position. The weight associated

with each type of change is adjustable. If the deletion position of one token is 0 and the

other is not, this is a single insertion or deletion. If the deletion position is the same, it is

a substitution. If the deletion position differs by 1, it is a transposition. Matches having

the same token key and deletion_pos are ignored since these are exact matches. Matches

that indicate a deletion of a paired letter in the same token are also ignored as exact

matches (e.g., MEET can be transformed to MET by deleting character 2 in one instance

and character 3 in a second instance: the pairing simply returns the shared token MEET).

The following is an example of selected entries from respective deletion sets for

the original tokens LONDON, LODON, LOMDON, LODNON, LODOON.

word key deletion_pos deletion var original

1 0 LONDON LONDON

1 3 LODON LONDON

1 4 LONON LONDON

2 0 LODON LODON

3 0 LOMDON LOMDON

3 3 LODON LOMDON

4 0 LODNON LODNON

4 3 LONON LODNON

4 4 LODON LODNON

5 4 LODON LODOON

In this example, many of the deletion variant entries have been suppressed

because they do not lead to interesting matches. The join operation pairs a first entry



with a second entry when both have the same value of deletion var. The resulting variant

pairs of original tokens are:

First entry Second entry Variant pairs

1 3 LODON LONDON 2 0 LODON LODON LONDON LODON

1 3 LODON LONDON 3 3 LODON LOMDON LONDON LOMDON

1 3 LODON LONDON 4 4 LODON LODNON LONDON LODNON

1 4 LONON LONDON 4 3 LONON LODNON LONDON LODNON

1 3 LODON LONDON 5 4 LODON LODOON LONDON LODOON

2 0 LODON LODON 3 3 LODON LOMDON LODON LOMDON

Respectively, the example variant matches above represent a tokenO-deletion, a

substitution, a transposition, a transposition obtained by a different path, separated

insertion and deletion, and a tokenO-insertion (or tokenl -deletion). Each pair of tokens

the archive representing a variant match has an associated similarity score indicating a

quality of the match.

Using the scoring described above, the similarity scores for these pairs are as

follows:

Variant pair Similarity

LONDON LODON

LONDON LOMDON

LONDON LODNON

LONDON LODNON

LONDON LODOON

LODON LOMDON

In these cases, the similarity score effectively corresponds to the edit distance between

the variant pairs. The deletion-join procedure based on single-character deletion finds all

edit distance 1 variant pairs (insertion, deletion and substitution) and some edit distance 2

variant pairs (transposition). The score for a separated insertion-deletion has been



customized by an additional penalty because the deletion_pos were separated by more

than one.

After computing a similarity score for a pair, a match decision is made by

applying a threshold to the similarity score or a condition on the nature of the pairing.

For example, here a rule based on the similarity score might be that a variant pairing

represents a variant match if the similarity score is 2 or less, thereby excluding the

separated insertion-deletion pairing "LONDON LODOON" from being identified as a

variant match.

As an example of applying a condition on the nature of a pairing, a code, called a

match code, might be constructed which encodes the information whether the pairing

involved an insertion, deletion, substitution, or whether a changed letter was a first or last

letter, or whether the deletion_pos were separated by more than one position. In some

implementations, such a match code may be constructed as a bitmap, with a bit or

combination of bits set for each condition identified, while in others it is a string

composed of a concatenation of substrings encoding each condition, or perhaps simply a

record structure holding the information. A match code is a data pattern code that

encodes the information that might contribute to a similarity score, without assigning

specific weights or defining a function to compute an actual score. This allows general

conditions that identify or disallow a match to be applied directly to the match code

without having to pass through the step of computing a score. For example, here, a

variant match might be any variant pairing that does not have a separated insertion-

deletion indicated by the match code.

2.2 Variant-search

A variant-search operation underlies the operation of some implementations of the

candidate search engine 140. FIGS. 2A-2D illustrate examples of the variant-search

operation. Referring to FIG. 2A, a raw query 200 is read for processing. In the example,

this is a numeric field, such as a government id, having value "82536." The requirement

is to find variant matching government ids in a dataset 220 where the government id

differs from the raw query by at most one substitution. This is equivalent to requiring

that two matching government ids have hamming distance less than or equal to 1. The



hamming distance counts the number of mismatched characters between two aligned

character sequences of equal length (sometimes extended to aligned sequences of unequal

length by adding the difference in lengths).

The dataset 220 may be a reference dataset held on disk or a temporary dataset

held in memory, for example, during an in-memory join operation.

The first step of the deletion-join procedure is applied, as a query expansion

procedure, to the raw query 200 to generate 205 a deletion set called the expanded query

210. The expanded query 210 includes entries that each include two values: a value of

the deletion_pos (under the heading labeled "del_pos"), and the deletion var token

(under the heading labeled "del var"). Similarly, a search-entry expansion procedure is

applied to each entry in the dataset 220 to generate the deletion set 225, which is then

written to a search store 230.

Referring to FIG. 2B, each entry in the expanded query 210 is looked up in the

search store 230 to find a matching entry 232. The key 235 in the matching entry 232 is

then looked up 237 in the dataset 220 to retrieve the dataset record for further processing.

The collection of matching records in the dataset 220 are all variant matches meeting the

requirement that the id field has hamming distance less than or equal to 1 with the raw

query id 200. In the example, the raw query id "82536" is a hamming distance 1 match

to both "82436" and "82538" but not to "85236" (hamming distance 2).

Referring to FIG. 2C, the matching requirement on the id is relaxed to allow

deletion-join 1 matches. As described above, this includes all edit distance 1 matches, as

well as transpositions and separated insertion-deletion. The raw query 200 and dataset

220 are as before, and both the expanded query 210 and search store 230 are constructed

as before by forming the deletion set from the raw query 200 and each id in the dataset

220. In this example, the lookup from the expanded query uses only the del var. This

finds both the previous hamming distance 1 matches and also the new match 236. The

key 237 in the match entry 236 is looked up 238 in the dataset 220 to retrieve the dataset

record for further processing. In the example, the raw query id "82536" is a deletion-join

1 match to the dataset id "85236," involving a transposition.

FIG. 2D diagrams a general example. A raw query 200G passes through query

expansion 205G to give an expanded query 210G. Query expansion 205G produces two



or more entries, consisting of one or more search keys and optionally the original raw

query or additional information from the query record from which the raw query was

derived. Each entry in a dataset 220G is expanded 225G by a search-entry expansion

procedure to two or more entries in a search store 230G. Search-entry expansion 225G

produces two or more entries, consisting of one or more search keys and optionally

additional information from the dataset record. Search-entry expansion 225G need not

produce distinct search-entries for each entry in the dataset 220G, as there may be

duplicate keys in the dataset 220. The search-entry expansion procedure 225G need not

be the same expansion procedure as the query expansion procedure 205G.

Each expanded query search key(s) 23 1G is looked up using a variant- lookup

procedure 232G in the search store 230G to find a matching entry 233G. The lookup

procedure 232G may perform computations on the query search key 23 1G, so it need not

be identical to the search-entry search key 233G. The dataset key 235G, corresponding

to the matched search-entry search key 233G, is then used to lookup 236G and to retrieve

all records in dataset 220G having dataset key 235G.

2.3 Variant network analysis

2.3.1 Variant neighborhoods

A variant neighborhood is a set of tokens that are related by a sequence of variant

pairings (also called variant relations), possibly including variant pairings specified by

external data 106, such as synonyms, abbreviations, cultural variants, etc. In one

implementation, the variant profiler 110 profiles the data source 100 to be clustered using

the deletion-join procedure to detect and identify typographical variants that differ at

most by one insertion and one deletion. This covers single insertion, deletion, and

substitution, as well as transposition and separated insertion/deletion (e.g. "hello" and

"hllio" are deletion-join 1 variants). In the variant profiler stores 115, every token has an

associated list of one or more variants, which can be updated online as more records are

processed. Every variant however is also a token with its own variants. The set of tokens

obtained by following a sequence of variant pairings formed by the deletion-join

procedure, or other similarity measure, defines a neighborhood. The closure of this set is

called the closure neighborhood and forms a connected component in the graphical



variant network, in which tokens are nodes and variant pairings are edges.

Supplementing similarity variant pairs with variant token pairs obtained from external

data 106 or user-supplied input, for example, synonyms, alternative spellings, cultural

variants, etc., leads to larger neighborhoods of related tokens.

In FIG. 3A, a variant archive 300 contains a list of tokens appearing in records of

a dataset; each token (labeled as "token") has an associated count (labeled as "count") of

the number of times it occurs in a field (or context) of a dataset (e.g., the number of

records in which it occurs in a field), and a list (labeled "variant") of each of that tokens

variant tokens, and the number of times they occur in the same field (or context) of the

dataset (labeled "variant count"). A variant neighborhood network diagram 310

corresponding to the content of the variant archive 300 can be constructed by taking

every token as a node and connecting every token with each of its variants. Each node is

associated with its count. In some implementations, arranging the nodes so that tokens

with higher counts are higher on the display (e.g., according to a vertical axis, labeled

"count") provides a useful graphic view allowing common and rare words to be easily

distinguished. A connected component of the variant neighborhood network is a directed

acyclic graph and is the transitive closure of the similarity relation for tokens in that

connected set. The full network diagram for a dataset may include many disconnected

graphs of this kind.

2.3.2 Token representatives

A token representative is a selected token of a connected neighborhood. In some

implementations, every token in a neighborhood may be replaced by a token

representative for that neighborhood. This has the effect that a search for the token

representative will return all records associated with any variant in the neighborhood.

This is desirable because it reduces the workload during variant searching of iterating

over variants. A simple variant search is to search for each token and then to search for

each of its variants. The iteration over variants has to be done every time the token is

encountered. If all variant tokens in a neighborhood are replaced with a token

representative, each time any of the variant tokens is encountered, a single lookup on the

token representative suffices to return all variant matches.



In addition, working with neighborhoods of variant tokens may supply a measure

of transitivity to variant searching. The variant-pair relation is not transitive because if B

is a variant-pairing with A and C is a variant-pairing with B, C need not be a variant-

pairing with A. For example, consider a deletion-join 1 variant pairing. The token

"chicago" is a variant of "chicago#", and "chicagO" is a variant of "chicago," but

"chicagO" is not a deletion-join 1 variant of "chicago#."

For the purposes of variant search however, it is desirable that set of records

found when searching on A or on B are the same. This is because if A is a rare variant

of B, then more of the records associated with the "actual" token intended by A are those

found by a search on B. For example, a search on "chicago#" and its deletion-join 1

variants will find the "chicago" matches, but it will miss other matches of "chicago" like

"chicagO".

Since variant-pairing isn't transitive, the only way to achieve more transitivity is

to enlarge the neighborhood of tokens included when searching on either A or B. A

search on the token representative for a neighborhood then ensures that all tokens within

the neighborhood return the same records. Of course, since the search has been expanded

beyond the local neighborhood of individual tokens, some pairs of retrieved tokens may

fail to match because the tokens are too dissimilar. This is acceptable because the

associated records may still match on the basis of strong scoring from other fields. Such

matches could not be found were not a suitable candidate returned by a search.

The closure neighborhood is the neighborhood found by the transitive closure of

the variant relation for a chosen token, that is, it is the set of all tokens that can be

reached by a chain of variant pairings. Any token in the closure neighborhood may be

chosen as the token representative, so long as it is used as the token representative for all

tokens in the neighborhood. However, closure neighborhoods can grow unusably large

as datasets grow larger and more diverse because more variants arise that fill in the gaps

between otherwise disconnected closure neighborhoods, causing them to coalesce. This

makes looking at other kinds of neighborhood important.

In some implementations, a token representative is a token that does not have a

variant with a higher count. In FIG. 3A, a canonical neighborhood 320 includes all

tokens that can be reached by starting from a token representative and following links



connecting one token to another of equal or lesser count. A token may belong to more

than one canonical neighborhood. The token is the representative token of the canonical

neighborhood.

In one implementation, diagrammed in Fig. 3B, token representatives and

canonical neighborhoods can be computed by first sorting the variant archive 300 in

descending order by count and discarding all variants where variant count < count to

obtain the pruned variant archive 330. Entries with no variants are token representatives

and are immediately added to the token-representative vector store 340. As records in the

sorted variant archive are processed, each token is written to a token-representative

vector as a token and a token vector consisting of itself. For each non-token-

representative, the token-representative vector associated with each of its variants is

looked up 342 in the token file. The union of these token vectors is computed to find the

set of distinct token-representatives 344 and the resulting token-representative vector is

written to the token file along with the token 346.

In another implementation, token representatives may be identified as all tokens

having a count larger than some token threshold, except when the tokens are related by

stemming (e.g. plurals) in which case the stem-related tokens may be kept as variants in

the same canonical neighborhood, and the stem-related token with the highest count is the

token representative. This serves to break links between common tokens and reduces the

size of canonical neighborhoods. To find tokens and canonical neighborhoods, the

previous algorithm may be applied with the modification that for all pairings of tokens

where each token has a count above the token threshold, the variant pairings are broken,

and the formerly paired tokens are added to the token-vector file as token representatives,

i.e. as tokens with no variants of higher count.

A variation of this implementation is to define as token representatives all tokens

belonging to a specified dictionary or token list (again with the caveat about stem-related

tokens). Tokens then do not need to be common; they simply need to be recognized as

distinct tokens by some authority.

In some implementations, variant tokens paired on the basis of external data 106,

such as synonyms, abbreviations, cultural variants, etc., may be considered members of

the same canonical neighborhood as the tokens they are paired with, though there are



circumstances when it is valuable to be able to exclude them from the canonical

neighborhood (effectively, turning off the pairing). Labeling tokens with their origin, say

from external data 106 or from particular similarity measures used in the variant profiler

110, provides an effective means to control the treatment of paired variant tokens from

any source.

2.4 Segmentation

In the example of FIG. IB, data records read from the data sources 100 or from

tokenized records 118 are provided to the clustering engine 130 for processing. In some

implementations, data records may be sent to a segmentation engine 132. A segmentation

engine assigns a segment identifier to a data record based on a value, called the segment

value. Records may then be partitioned by a parallel partitioner 134 based on the

segment identifiers to be sent to different recipient processing entities, where every

record having the same segment identifier is sent to the same processing entity. A

processing entity may include, for example, a processing node such as a CPU (e.g., a core

in a multicore processor) or computer, or a computational process or thread executing on

a CPU.

In some implementations, the segment value can be derived from a user-specified

expression, perhaps using functions defined in a user-specified ruleset, applied to the

original record 100 or tokenized record 118 and/or information supplied at runtime (for

example, the location of the data center processing the data or the name of dataset).

Records with identical segment values receive the same segment identifier (if they are

derived using the same expression), but records with different segment values may

receive different segment identifiers or may also receive the same segment identifier,

depending on the segmentation scheme. For example, the segment value may signify the

country of origin of the data record (which may be implicit, say based on the location of

the data center processing the record, or explicit as a field in the record). In some

implementations, a strategy identifier is used to distinguish sets of segment identifiers.

For example, the country of origin of the data record may have one strategy identifier

while the country of birth of the individual named in the record has a different one. This



allows segment values and segment identifiers to run over overlapping ranges, without

requiring the correspondence between them to be preserved.

One use of segmentation is to isolate a single segment of records from a larger set

of records to reduce the number of records that must be compared to find a match (during

clustering or other matching operation) - only records having exactly matching segment

identifiers (and strategy identifier, if present) are candidates for matching. In this

example, segmentation is followed by partitioning segments of records into multiple

processing entities for parallelization of a clustering algorithm. The clustering algorithm

described herein may allow the number of records to be increased during segmentation

because there is a performance benefit to parallel execution of the clustering algorithm

based on the segmentation. As a result, the set of records sharing a segment identifier

(i.e., in the same segment) may be much larger than when segmentation is used for

isolating records. To achieve the performance benefit, the number of distinct segment

values only have to be large enough to give a roughly balanced distribution among the

processing entities after partitioning. Balanced distribution may be more critical for some

parallel processing systems than others. Also, some kinds of skew in distribution (more

records assigned to some processing entities than others) may be dealt with by

overpartitioning: using many more partitions than processing entities. With

overpartitioning, each processing node will likely receive a similar amount of work, even

if the partitions are of widely different sizes. A partitioner may also partition by a

multipart key consisting of one or more approximately matched fields (or a hash function

applied to them) along with one or more exactly matched fields, to reduce potential skew.

In some implementations, the choice of segment value is based on exact criterion,

which form part of the cluster membership criterion. For example, when clustering

account records, in addition to personal identity fields, a bank may be interested in

clusters of records for accounts of particular types. In particular, records for current

accounts (e.g., checking accounts) may be clustered together while records for savings

accounts may be clustered separately. This kind of segmentation is sometimes implicit -

the current account and savings account records may come from different sources and are

already segregated. In some cases, there may be an account type identifier in the data



record that can be used as a segment value but must be trusted to report accurately the

nature of the account.

In some implementations, corroborating checks are made at the point of

segmentation or later during membership determination to validate the segment value is

faithful. For example, it may be that account numbers of savings accounts always start

with digits from a particular set of possibilities. If this set is known at runtime, whether

an account is truly a savings account may be confirmed before segmentation. If the set is

known to exist but the valid values are not known, the prefix digits may be made part of

the cluster membership criterion, or indeed of the segment value, and consistency among

the account numbers present in a cluster may be established as part of the cluster

membership determination.

After a record is determined to be a member of a particular cluster, the record may

be augmented to include a cluster id identifying that particular cluster. In some

implementations, the segment value (or sometimes the segment identifier itself) may be

set to the cluster id from a previous clustering. This enables hierarchical clustering. For

example, if data records were originally clustered by name, a subsequent clustering by

government assigned identifier to find clusters of records sharing a similar name but

having distinct government assigned identifiers could use the name cluster id as a

segment value. Records having dissimilar names do not need to be compared because

they cannot be members of the same cluster.

In some implementations, the data records may be hash-partitioned by segment

identifier across multiple processing entities, so all records having a common segment

identifier are placed together in a single processing entity. This enables parallel

processing because communication between segments is not required.

2.4.1 Parallelism through replicated segmentation

Parallelization in the absence of a disjoint segmentation of a data source may be

achieved by replicating a data source 100 and employing a suitable choice of

segmentation that ensures any two variant pair records must share at least one segment

value. A segment value may be composed of one or more fragments of a field value or

combination of field values. A set of segment values is said to be exhaustive if at least



one segment value will be shared by two records for every allowed variation between the

two records. In FIG. 4 the process of exhaustive replicated segmentation is diagrammed.

Data source 400 is read and a unique record key is assigned to every data record 401, if

one is not already present. Every data record is replicated enough times that each

segment value from an exhaustive set of segment values is assigned to one replicant data

record 402. (The number of replicated records may depend on the data in each record.)

The resulting data records are partitioned by the segment value associated with the

replicant 404. Surrogate cluster keys are generated in each processing entity for sets of

linked pairs of replicants 406. By construction, every allowable variant will be detected

in the partition of some segment key because the segment keys are exhaustive. The

superset of cluster keys is resolved to a unique cluster key for each cluster following a

multiple match reconciliation procedure 408.

Consider the case of matching two government ids which can differ at most by

one substitution. An exhaustive set of segment values is given by taking the digits (or

more generally characters) from first the odd-numbered positions in the government id

and then from the even-numbered positions. That this set is exhaustive is easily seen

because any single character substitution must be in either an odd-numbered or even-

numbered position, but not both. Hence the segment value of the other type must agree

for two records differing by only a single substitution. For example, 123456 and 124456

have the segment keys (135, 246) and (146, 246). They differ on the first segment value

but agree on the second.

Figures 5A-C diagrams the overall process in this case. In FIG 5A, data records

700 are read. The first record 501 has numeric id "123456" and a unique record key

"rl." The records are replicated twice 502 and assigned segment keys 503 consisting of

the characters from the odd-numbered positions, e.g. "135," and from the even-numbered

positions, e.g. "246." Data is partitioned by the segment key value 504. Records having

the same segment key will be in the same partition, but records with the same record key

need not be in the same partition 506. For example, note the segment key value "135" is

in the first partition, but records having record key "rl" occur in both the first and second

partitions.



In FIG. 5B, the records 506 are clustered within their partitions 508 and cluster

keys are assigned, resulting in data clusters 510. Note that some record keys are

assigned to multiple clusters. For example, the record having record key "rl" occurs in

both cluster "kl" and cluster "k2."

In FIG. 5C, this multiple match is reconciled. The data clusters 510 are read, the

multiple assignment of cluster keys are resolved 520, and a final assignment of cluster

key to record is made 530. The details of this resolution are described below.

2.4.2 Parallelization without segmentation

Surrogate key generation is the pairing of a generated value with the value of a

natural key composed of one or more fields. Each distinct value of the natural key has a

unique surrogate key value. One method for generating surrogate keys is to maintain a

store of surrogate key/natural key pairs, sometimes called a key cross-reference file (key

xref store, for short). As each new data record is processed, the natural key value is

looked up in the store: if it is found, the surrogate key is returned; if it is not found, a new

surrogate key is generated. The key xref store may be partly created in memory to hold a

record of surrogate keys that have been generated in the current run and partly landed on

disk (and read into memory at the start of processing) to hold previously generated

values. After keys are generated, key pairs containing newly generated surrogate keys

are added to the landed key xref store. Sometimes the maximum generated surrogate key

value is stored separately for convenience so that on the next run the highest previously

generated key is available as a starting point for generating further keys without

duplication.

To apply this key generation method in parallel, data records may be partitioned

by the natural key, or some fragment of the natural key called a partition key, so that all

data records sharing a value of the partition key are sent to the same processing entity.

This ensures that all records sharing a natural key are handled by the same processing

entity. In particular, the recent in-memory store of newly generated keys is accessible to

the processing entity, so all records with the same natural key will get the same surrogate

key value. In a shared-nothing parallel architecture, i.e. with no interprocess

communication, the store of newly generated keys is available only to records handled by



the current processing entity, so were records with the same natural key to be handled in

different process entities during the same parallel run, they would get different surrogate

keys.

In some situations, the distribution of natural key values might be uneven with

many more records having certain values than the average number of records having

other values. In this case, partitioning by the natural key (even a fragment) may lead to

data skew across the data partitions, that is, some partitions will contain many more

records than others. This degrades the efficiency of the parallelization because

processing time is proportional to data volume for tasks of equal complexity (like

surrogate key generation). In this case, it might be worth partitioning by round-robin

(simply passing records successively to each of the processes) to get a uniform data

distribution. Surrogate keys may then be generated within each process by the method

described above, and after surrogate key generation is completed, the resulting multiple

surrogate key assignments to the same natural key can be deduplicated in a post

processing step. One method to perform this deduplication is to rollup the records in

each partition to the natural key to find the surrogate key/natural key pairs within that

partition and then repartition on the natural key (now there are only number of partition

copies of the natural key). A second rollup over the natural key can select one of the

multiplicity of generated surrogate keys, say the smallest, for each natural key. Finally,

in a second pass over the records (in the original round-robin partitioning), the surrogate

keys can be updated to the single selected value. Despite requiring two passes over the

data, this can be more performant than generation with skew. (There are other ways to

handle large keygroups involving different orders of operations, for example, one could

perform the double rollup to deduplicate the natural keys before generating surrogate

keys or apply some other method to detect and divert large key groups for separate

processing.)

A second situation in which partitioning by the natural key may be an ineffective

strategy for parallelization is when surrogate keys are generated for approximate (or

equivalent) but not necessarily exactly matching natural keys. In this case, there may be

no partition key that is guaranteed to send every candidate matching record to the same

process. (A process is an instance of execution running within a processing entity.) This



is because the matching decision typically involves a comparison of records and cannot

be made on the basis of the data solely within the record. The multipass solution just

described is ineffective in this case because the deduplication process relies on the natural

key to identify when multiple surrogate keys have been assigned. Identifying which

records contain approximately matching natural keys across partitions is equivalent to the

original problem.

A solution to both situations is described by the following example of surrogate

key generation. A different implementation of the key xref store may be used for

recently generated surrogate keys than the in-memory store described above. Stores are

available with the following features: 1) they are held on disk and may be updated (by

appending) by one process, 2) they may be read (and may be updated as changes are

made) from multiple processes. The surrogate key generation procedure is as follows.

A partitioner partitions the data to get even distribution across processes, for example, by

round-robin. Within each partition, the process takes each natural key and performs a

lookup against the key xref stores of all partitions: if the natural key is found in one or

more key xref stores, the process takes the surrogate key having the lowest value (and

marks whether the natural key appeared in more than one key xref store); if the natural

key is not found in any key xref store, the process generates a new surrogate key and

updates the key xref store associated with this partition. As new surrogate keys are

generated in a process, they are persisted to disk in the associated key xref store for that

process. This removes the need to update the key xref store after all of the keys are

generated. Moreover, since all processes reading that store are updated with the change

once it is persisted, if a natural key first appearing in one process should later appear in

another, it will be assigned the original surrogate key first assigned in the other process.

There is a potential race condition: if two records with the same natural key

should arrive at different processes at the same time, the lookup against the key xref

stores may show no match in both processes, and two new yet different surrogate keys

will be generated for that natural key. This only happens for records processed before the

local key xref stores are updated with the new surrogate keys, and the updates are read by

the other processes. All subsequent natural keys will be assigned with the surrogate key

of the lowest value. By also marking these later records with the fact that more than one



natural key was seen, a marker is placed which can be used to correct the key collision

after the fact. A filter on this marker will find natural keys that had more than one

surrogate key assignment, the alternate surrogate keys can then be identified and

replaced. It is still possible to miss a collision if the natural key is only presented when

the initial collision(s) occurs. To reliably detect and correct this, the data (hence natural

keys) may be passed through the key generation process a second time to correct the

assignment - on the second pass the ambiguous assignment will be evident. Note this

second pass fix is reliable even if the natural keys are only required to be approximate, so

long as the matching decision is deterministic, that is, makes the same decision if the

same data is rerun. This works because by the start of the second pass all local key xref

stores will have been written and read by all processes.

This parallelization method may be applied to clustering, and other fuzzy data

operations, as well. Clustering may be considered a form of surrogate key generation in

which keys are not exact but only equivalent. The detailed form of the local stores may

differ by data operation, but similar techniques may be used.

FIG. 6 diagrams an example of the surrogate key generation procedure running in

parallel without partitioning on the natural key. A record with natural key "nl" originally

appears in data source 600P1 in partition Partition 1. The key xref stores Xrefl 604P1 of

partition Partitionl and Xref2 604P2 of partition Partition2 are consulted, "nl" is not

found 606, and so surrogate key "si" is generated and written to the output 620P1.

Meanwhile the key xref record "nl si" is persisted 608 to the local key xref store Xrefl

604P1 . Later a record with natural key "nl" appears in data source 600P2 in partition

Partition2 (not in Partitionl as it would have had the data been partitioned by the natural

key). Again the key xref stores Xrefl 604P1 and Xref2 604P2 are consulted, "nl" is not

in Xref2 604P2 but is found 610 in Xrefl 604P1. The surrogate key "si" is retrieved,

assigned to the record 6 11 and written to the output 620P2.

2.5 Scoring field deduplication

After segmentation (and parallelization), in some implementations, a record from

the data source 100 or the set of the tokenized data records 118P is passed to the scoring

field deduplication engine 144. In some implementations, as previously described, the



fields used in scoring to determine cluster membership, the so-called scoring fields, may

be determined at runtime. The scoring field deduplication engine 144 selects one record

from the set of records having identical values on the scoring fields to continue the

clustering process and arranges that the resulting cluster id be shared among the other

records in the set. Since the records are identical from the perspective of the cluster

membership decision process, the same clustering decision must necessarily be reached

for all of them.

2.6 Candidate search

2.6.1 Two modes

Two slightly different approaches to a search-based clustering process are

possible depending on whether all of the records in a dataset are processed together or

whether records are processed as they arrive against previously clustered records. The

former describes a batch mode while the latter is an incremental mode that may be used

as an online mode but may also be applied when all of the data is available at the outset.

One difference between the two modes is that the various stores, including the variant

profiler stores 115, the variant network stores 126, and the search store 146, used by the

clustering engine in a batch mode are computed during a preprocessing step whereas in

the incremental mode some stores may be populated incrementally as data arrives. In

particular, one incremental mode approach is to precompute on the full set of data the

variant profiler stores 115 and variant network stores 126, while the search store 146 is

populated incrementally. In an incremental mode, clustering results may depend on the

order in which records are processed.

2.6.2 Cluster discovery in incremental mode

In an incremental clustering process, incoming records, called query records, may

be compared with records in existing clusters to determine to which cluster the query

record should belong. In a direct approach, each query record may be compared against

every previous record to find the closest match. If there is no close match, the query

record becomes the first member of a new cluster, otherwise it is added to the cluster

containing the record it most closely matched. While straightforward, this is potentially



computationally expensive. Most comparisons result in a negative conclusion ("not this

cluster"), and the worst case is when the query record is a member of a new cluster. This

approach can be improved by choosing a representative member from each cluster and

comparing the query record to the cluster representative. This leverages the observation

that variant similarity of records is at least partially transitive: if a query record is not

sufficiently similar to the cluster representative, then it is unlikely to be sufficiently

similar to any other members of the cluster either (since they are all similar to the cluster

representative).

Because variant similarity is not actually transitive ("A similar to B" and "B

similar to C" does not imply "A similar to C"), a lower threshold of similarity, sometimes

called a candidate threshold, may be applied when comparing a query record to the

cluster representative than is applied to determine cluster membership. The intent is to

have an accurate lower bound on the expected similarity of the query record with the

members of the cluster. This lower bound successfully excludes clusters to which the

query record cannot belong, but it does not answer the question, to which cluster the

query record does belong. The reason is that more than one cluster representative may

have a similarity score with the query record above the candidate threshold. These are

collectively called candidate records. After candidate records are identified, the query

record may be compared to every member of each cluster associated with some candidate

record to find the cluster with which the query record has the closest affinity. If this

affinity is above a match threshold, the query record is made a member of the

corresponding cluster, otherwise it is assigned to a new cluster. Steps may be taken to

improve the performance of cluster membership determination after candidate records

have been found, and some are discussed below.

Even with the improvement of comparing query records to cluster representatives,

the case of identifying new clusters is still bad: a query record belonging to a new cluster

must be compared to a representative of every existing cluster to confirm it is new. As

the number of clusters grows, the time to identify a new cluster increases, and the

clustering process slows down, because the number of comparisons required to recognize

a new cluster is proportional to the number of existing clusters. The computational



challenge is to find a better way to cluster records than to compare each query record to

every cluster representative.

The search-based clustering approach tackles this challenge by attempting to

change the worst case of identifying a new cluster into a best case. In its simplified form,

this is done by performing a search against a search store populated from existing cluster

members or their cluster representatives. Query records are looked up in the search store.

If they are not found, the query record must belong to a new cluster. This process is

conducted by a candidate search engine 140, shown in FIG. 1A and FIG. 1C. The

approach is advantageous if the time to populate the search store 146 and to lookup

queries in the search store 146 is less than the time to compare each query record with

every cluster representative directly against the growing store of cluster representatives.

The subtlety behind the approach lies in defining the process used by the candidate search

engine 140, including selecting a search-entry expansion engine 145 to populate the

search store 146, a query expansion engine 143 to construct queries for it, and a search

engine 147 (or variant- lookup procedure) to conduct the search.

FIG. 2D can be used to illustrate an example of this process. In some

implementations, a search store 230G is populated with entries computed from a dataset

220G, consisting of cluster members. Applying the variant-lookup procedure 232G to

expanded query entries 210G against the search store 230G may be used to compute a

proxy of some necessary component of the cluster membership criterion. A proxy is a

good one if a record cannot be a member of a cluster unless it reaches at least a minimum

score against the proxy. This minimum score (candidate threshold) defines a candidate

match 232G. Those cluster records 236G for which the query reaches the required

minimum are candidate records.

An example of a proxy score is the number of words shared in common by two

multiword fields (or combinations of fields), like two personal names. The scoring

algorithm used in cluster membership determination to compare two names might take

into consideration more than the set of words in each name, in particular it might take

into account word order and position. However, two names cannot be a match if they

have no words in common, and they are unlikely to have a high score if they only have a

small fraction of words in common. Counting the number of words two names have in



common is a proxy for the name score - not as accurate but reliable nevertheless. The

proxy becomes more accurate if the number of words in common is known relative to the

number of words in each name. This length can be stored in the search store 146 so that it

is available to compute the proxy score without fetching any cluster records.

In some implementations, the initial choice of query may be guided by the cluster

membership criterion. Better performance may often be achieved if that component of the

cluster membership criterion which gives the most granular or most distinguishing

decomposition of the original data records is used as the basis for constructing the raw

query. This reduces the number of records that meet the search criterion.

Multiple searches involving queries with values from multiple fields may also be

made and may lead to narrower sets of candidates. These are discussed below. Here the

focus is on queries taken from a single field because the details are simpler.

Consider an example in which a company wishes to identify customers from a

customer database based on personal name, government assigned identifier, and date of

birth, allowing some measure of variability in each. Here, the government assigned

identifier might be preferred over personal name for an initial query. Typically the

government assigned identifier is more specific than a personal name, even allowing for

possible ambiguity, so it makes a better query - expected to narrow the set of candidate

matches more rapidly.

However, the granularity associated with a field (or combination of fields) may

not be constant across an entire dataset. There may be default values populating some of

the government assigned identifiers (for example, blank or all zeroes or all nines) with

large numbers of associated records. This represents a breakdown of the choice of query

for a subset of records. If too many records are retrieved by a search, the primary

objective of the search to narrow the set of records to be scored has not been achieved. To

handle this, a cutoff limit may be imposed on the number of candidates returned from a

given query search: if the number of candidate records exceeds a threshold, the query is

rejected.

In some scenarios, a raw query may continue until all queries from an expanded

query are rejected, after which the query record must be reprocessed using an alternative

search strategy. For example, when the raw query is a multiword string, an expanded



query might consist of the individual words in the string. A very common word in the

string might be rejected as returning too many candidates while the remaining rarer query

words are adequate to find the desired matching records. The decision on whether to

reject the raw query may be based on whether potentially satisfactory matching records

will be missed by failing to include records from the rejected query. When multiple

queries are embedded within the expanded query, it may be okay for some to fail while

others continue. In the absence of multiple independent queries, rejection of one query

from an expanded query set may be sufficient to reject the entire set.

In many cases, it may be independently useful to identify the sets of records

where a search strategy breaks down as this may indicate a data quality issue in the data,

say an incomplete record or an unexpected default value in a scoring field. Separating

such sets of records from the main body of records classifies the data into sets that

indicate the general reliability of a final match decision. A record with no, or only a

default, government assigned identifier may be expected to lead to a less confident match

than would be found between records both with government assigned identifiers.

2.6.3 Multiple searches and search codes

The search store 330G may be improved by deduplicating search entries 334G on

their pairing key 333G and rolling up the location key 335G to location information

holding all location keys for data records having the particular search key 333G. In some

implementations, the location information might be a simple vector of keys if the number

of associated records is small. In other implementations, the location information might

be a bitvector, in which each bit set indicates explicitly or implicitly a data record in the

dataset 320G. Optionally the bitvector may be compressed.

Using a bitvector implementation of the location information may reduce the size

of the search store and may eliminate iterating the lookup 332G over identical values of

the pairing key 333G but the real benefit comes when combining the results from

multiple searches. In an example of a raw query consisting of a multiword string whose

expanded query consists of separate queries for each word of the raw query, the results of

the separate expanded queries may be combined by taking the logical AND of the



location bitvectors. An AND of two location bitvectors will find the bits that are set in

the same positions in both location bitvectors. In this case, these will be the records that

contain both words associated with the location bitvectors. By forming all combinations

of ANDs between the location bitvectors, all combinations of words from the raw query

300G that are present in records 322G in a dataset 320G may be found.

To facilitate organizing these combinations, the concept of a search code may be

introduced. A search code is a data pattern code that encodes which search queries

contribute to a final location information result. In some implementations, a bit may be

set in a bitvector for each portion of a raw or expanded query contributing to a location

result. Multiple bits set correspond to logical ANDs of each location information result

associated with each bit set. If there were two searches, a first bit would be set for results

returned from the first set, a second bit would be set for results returned for the second set

and both bits would be set for results returned from both searches (the logical AND of the

results of each search).

The concept of making multiple searches on more than one token from a single

field and logically combining the location information retrieved by the searches may be

generalized to making multiple searches on tokens from multiple fields (or contexts) and

logically combining the location information retrieved by the searches.

FIG. 7A-D illustrate the construction and use of search codes in an example. In

FIG. A, a raw query 700 is constructed of tokens from three fields of a data record, first

(name), last (name) and street. For example, the query for last is "smit." The raw query

is expanded by a query expansion procedure 702 to give an expanded query 704. The

expanded query in this case consists of variant tokens for each portion of the raw query,

possibly obtained from the variant profiler stores 115. For example, the variant tokens

associated with "smit" include "smith" and "smiths."

In FIG. 7B, the data source 710 consists of four fields, "key", "first", "last" and

"street." A search-entry expansion procedure 712 is used to populate the search stores

714 for each of the three query fields.

In FIG. 7C, the expanded query 704A is processed by a variant-lookup procedure

720A to give the location result 724A. In this case, the variant-lookup procedure is

implemented starting with a lookup 721 in the search stores 714 for each expanded query.



Then the location information results from each expanded query are combined (union of

vectors or logical OR of bitvectors) to give the location information result 724A for the

"last" portion of the raw query. This is represented graphically as a circle 730A labeled

"last name."

A second expanded query 704B for the "first" field is processed by the variant-

lookup procedure 720B to obtain the location information result 724B. This is

represented graphically as the circle 730B labeled "first name." The intersection of the

"last name" circle 730A and the "first name" circle 730B contains the records "[2, 4]"

732.

In FIG. 7D, the results of all three raw queries are shown. Each circle 730ABC

contains the respective collection of records 724A, 724B, 724C. For example, the "last

name" circle contains the records 724A, "{1, 2, 4, 5, 7}." This circle is assigned the

search code 1, and this is recorded in the search-code table 740. Similarly, the "first

name" circle is assigned search code 2 and the "street" circle is assigned search code 4 . It

should be emphasized that the search code 1, respectively, 2 and 4, refers to the entire

corresponding circular region and not just to the region excluding intersection. The

records associated with more than one raw query being simultaneously satisfied are found

by intersecting the sets of records associated to the corresponding circular regions. The

result is recorded in the search-code table 740 and is paired with a search code formed by

the sum of the search codes of the individual regions contribution to the result. The

search code here may be recognized as a bitmap representation in which each bit set

indicates which circular region is present.

The final step is to specify which search codes correspond to sufficient response

to the query to merit closer scoring for cluster membership. Here, the candidate selection

criterion 742 is that the search code must be 3, 5 or 7 . This means that a successful query

candidate must have a variant matching last name, and either a variant matching first

name or street or both. A variant matching first name and street is insufficient, as are any

single variant matching piece of information. The candidates returned for scoring 744 are

given by the union of the records associated with these three search codes 742.



2.6.4 Query construction

In the query construction procedure 142, the user provides a query construction

expression, perhaps involving a query construction ruleset, to construct a raw query from

contents chosen from fragments or the whole of one or more fields or runtime parameters

in records read either from the data sources 100 or from tokenized records 118. A raw

query may consist of the values for one or more query fields, some of which may be

vectors. For example, a user may wish to use a personal name as a query and specifies a

rule to construct it by concatenating the contents of first, middle and last name fields with

spaces or commas and spaces between each field value. If one or more name fields are

null or unpopulated, additional assignments ("cases") may be provided to specify

construction of the name. Alternatively, perhaps only the initials of the first and middle

names are kept and concatenated with the last name. A raw query may be a structured

record formed of multiple parts, for example, the raw query for a personal name might

consist of separate first, middle and last name query fields. If only a single full name

field were present on the data record, the user query construction expression might

specify how to parse the full name value to populate the constituent fields of the raw

query. The query construction expression might populate one or more data pattern codes,

characterizing the data in the query record, for example, a population pattern code which

indicates the state of population (e.g., populated, blank or null) of each field used to

construct other elements of the raw query.

In some implementations, a standardizer, like the standardizer 112 in the data

preparation module 111 of the variant profiler 110, may be applied to a raw query, using

operations which the user indicates are required but need not specify in full detail (as they

may be available as predefined operations), like deleting punctuation characters or other

specified characters or replacing them with alternative characters, padding numbers on

the left with zeroes or spaces, lower casing alphabetic characters, etc. In some

implementations, multiple independent standardizations may be applied, leading to a

vector of standardized raw queries. For example, some punctuation characters like "&"

may need to be handled in multiple ways to cover the range of natural usage: the

character may be independently deleted, replaced with a space character, left in place, or

expanded to the word "and," each with useful effect.



One challenge facing the query approach is that some fields (or combinations of

fields), like personal or business names, have a freeform nature: two names may be an

acceptable match even if they differ by missing words or word order (i.e., similarity

scoring functions or rules used to compare tokens during cluster membership processing

may penalize missing words or changes in word order but tolerate them nevertheless).

This implies, for example, that generally a full name cannot itself be the query—too

many acceptable matches might be missed. That is, a search directly on a full name

presumes a word order and a number of names present that may not be satisfied by all

interesting candidates. Instead it may be better if a full name were treated as a raw query,

and actual queries were produced from the raw query by expanding it.

2.6.5 Query expansion

A raw query may be processed by the query expansion engine 143 to produce an

expanded query. In some implementations, a tokenizer, like the tokenizer 113 in the data

preparation module 111 of the variant profiler 110, may be applied to elements of the raw

query during query expansion to divide the query into tokens, called query terms.

In some implementations, the query terms may be expanded further to include, for

example, typographical variants, alternative spellings, and cultural variations. For

example, a query term "civilization" may be expanded to include the terms "civilisation"

and "civilizatin." A query for "Weber" may be expanded to include the term "Webber."

Other expansions are also possible, for example, names in one alphabet may have

multiple spellings in another alphabet (e.g., translations from Chinese characters to

Roman characters). The set of typographical variants to use in expansion may be

computed in a variant profile 110. After preprocessing establishes a base set of variant

profile stores, further variants may be detected online and added to the lists of variants in

the variant profile stores as new records are processed.

In some implementations, each query term may be replaced by its token-

representative^) using a token-representative store 127 with the variant network stores

126. This facilitates comparison of variant tokens as variant tokens within the same

neighborhood (e.g. a canonical neighborhood) will be replaced by the same token-

representative, so identifying related variant tokens simply requires finding exact token-



representative matches. A variant token may be a member of more than one

neighborhood and therefore have more than one token-representative. Every token-

representative corresponding to a token may be used as a replacement, thereby increasing

the number of (replaced) query terms.

In some implementations, the query expansion engine 143 may form token-pair

query terms by combining two (or more) query terms, possibly after token-representative

replacement. The purpose of this pairing is to narrow the set of records returned from a

search based on a query term. In some implementations, the (token-representative-

replaced) token-pair query terms are sorted in alphabetical order. This makes localized

changes in word order detectable when searching with token-pair query terms. If the

original word order is stored when forming each pair of adjacent words, the set of such

pairs may be used to reconstruct the original phrase, up to block rearrangements. This

means that the original word order is captured in word pairs in a way it is not by the set of

words themselves.

Creating token-pair query terms from query terms that have one intervening query

term improves searching because words (or other tokens) may be missing from a field (or

combination of fields) without categorically ruling out the chance of a match, and the

field scoring algorithms are designed to tolerate this. For example, middle names are

frequently truncated or omitted from records, as are articles like "of from business

names. Many other less obvious examples of missing words occur in real data. Triples

and higher sets of query terms may be used to form still narrower queries.

For example, the query expansion engine 143 receives the raw query "John Jacob

Jinglehiemer Schmidt." The token-representative store 127 returns the list of token-

representatives "John", "Jacob", "Jingleheimer", "Schmidt". Note that "Jinglehiemer" in

the raw query has been replaced by its more frequent variant "Jingleheimer", the token-

representative in the canonical neighborhood of variants containing "Jinglehiemer." The

query expansion engine 143 creates alphabetized (token-representative-replaced) token-

pair query terms using adjacent query terms, in this example, "Jacob John," "Jacob

Jingleheimer," and "Jingleheimer Schmidt." The query expansion procedure also creates

alphabetized (token-representative-replaced) token-pair query terms for query terms with

one intervening query term "Jingleheimer John" and "Jacob Schmidt."



In some implementations, raw queries may be expanded by applying a query

expansion procedure which modifies the raw query systematically to produce a set of

variant queries designed to be queries in a variant-lookup procedure as part of a variant-

search as described above. As an example, suppose two government assigned identifiers

("gids") are considered a match if and only if they differ at most by a change in one

character, that is, if they have a hamming distance of at most one. The deletion-join

procedure can be used to implement this through an exact lookup, as shown in FIG. 8.

Each gid in the data source 820 is expanded 825 by forming its deletion set and writing

each deletion entry to a search store 830, including the deletion position, deletion variant

and the associated key. A raw query 800 consists of a gid. The raw query 800 is

expanded 805 to its deletion set 810, using the same deletion-join procedure used to

expand 825 the entries of the search store 830. The expanded queries are sought 832 in

the search store 830 using both the deletion position and deletion variant as keys. This

produces a set of variant matches, which may then be used to retrieve matching records

837.

A variant of this procedure is to include the original unmodified gid as an entry in

the search store 830 with deletion position zero and to change the key of the search

lookup to just the deletion variant (ignoring the deletion position). This will find all

deletion-join 1 variant matches, including single character insertions, deletions and

substitutions, and two character transpositions and non-adjacent insertion/deletion- these

comprise all edit distance one changes and most of the edit distance two changes which

are not length-changing (double-substitution is not covered).

2.6.6 Scoring engine

A measure of similarity between a query data record and data records in existing

data clusters (in incremental mode) or other data records in the data source (in batch

mode) may be represented as a score calculated by a scoring engine 150. The scoring

engine 150 may compare two records by comparing the whole or partial contents of one

or more fields or combination of fields, for example, the fields that individually and

collectively constitute name and/or address. These contents may be referred to as "field-

values," as they are derived from the values of fields of a record.



In some implementations, scores between a chosen pair of field-values may be

based on a similarity criterion such as equality of the values or the edit distance between

the values (other similarity criteria include other forms of similarity for various types of

data, such as phonetic similarity, or graphical similarity for image data (e.g., for facial

recognition)). Short field-values consisting of one or two characters may often only be

compared for equality as there may be no basis for distinguishing error from intent.

Separately, some field-values have semantic meaning only as units that happen to contain

space characters, for example, a city field containing "New York". With such values, the

edit distance counting the number of insertions, deletions and substitutions required to

change one value into another may be a good measure of similarity.

In some implementations, scores between a chosen pair of field-values, whose

contents are ordered sets of tokens separated by some separator (generally but not

exclusively the space character), may take into consideration the number of tokens that

match exactly, those that are variant matches (not identical but recognized as equivalent

or similar), and the correspondence in token order and position. For example, personal

names may be constructed as the concatenation of first, middle and last name fields with

either a space or a comma separator. Data quality issues include: one or more fields being

unpopulated, and changes in name order (e.g. swapping first and last names).

In some implementations, a score between a pair of records may be computed

based on predefined or user-specified scoring rules (e.g., specified by a ruleset or by a

function) by combining sets of scores, called score-elements, between pairs of field-

values, according to a hierarchy of conditional rules, to give weighted emphasis to the

presence, absence or degree of similarity of different pieces of information. For example,

when comparing address records, two records that have identical house number, street,

city and zipcode would ordinarily be given a higher score than another pair of records in

which one record is missing the zipcode or where there is some discrepancy, like

mismatched zip codes. Score elements need not be restricted to a single scalar value but

may take more complex forms, including records containing multiple fields and vectors.

Scores may include match codes, which are data pattern codes that encode a set of

qualitative scoring measures for individual field-value pairs (e.g., "exact match" if a

score is 1, "fuzzy match" if a score is less than 1 but greater than a fuzzy match threshold,



etc.) and/or record characteristics like the state of population of field-values. Match

codes serve a purpose much like the search codes described above: they organize a set of

scoring measures and facilitate the specification of qualitative matching conditions

without requiring the computation of a numeric score.

Score elements should have at least a partial ordering, so they may be combined

and compared to determine a "highest" or "best" score. The partial ordering of score

elements and associated comparisons of score elements to determine a best score may

take the form of a predefined or user-specified ruleset, involving an ordered case-based

set of rules.

2.6.7 Cluster membership determination in incremental mode

The whole clustering process comes together in cluster membership

determination. FIG. 9 outlines an example of a process for determining cluster

membership. Data sources 100 are read. The records are segmented and partitioned in

parallel (not shown) before a raw query is formed and expanded 910. In some

implementations, the query construction and query expansion procedures, discussed

above, read from the variant profiler stores 115 and the variant network stores 126. In

some implementations, the query records may be sorted by a distinguishability criterion

136 to put more distinguishable records first. Raw candidate records are found 920 using

the candidate search engine described above by accessing the search stores 146. A

candidate selection procedure 930, involving predefined or user-specified conditions, is

applied to the raw candidate records to produce a set of candidate records.

The candidate records found after selection 930 are members of existing clusters

and are in fact candidate cluster records, that is, they are approximate matches to

members of one or more clusters. The selection conditions 930 are specified to

determine whether a query record is sufficiently close to a cluster to merit closer

investigation.

If a query record returns no candidate cluster records 932 after candidate selection

930, then the query record is not close to any members of existing clusters, and a new

cluster is created 934. The query record is written to the master records store 176 as a

master record. The new cluster record is also written to a representative records store 178



and to the data clusters 180. The new cluster record is used to populate search-entries

using a search-entry expansion procedure 935 that are added to the search stores 146. In

some implementations, the search stores 146 used by the candidate search engine to find

raw candidate cluster records 920 are only populated 935 from master records. In other

implementations, in addition to the master records, records in the representative records

store 148 may also be added to the search store 952.

A master record is a special representative member of a cluster that characterizes

the cluster in some way, for example, the first member of a cluster. In some

implementations, data is sorted before clustering begins, so the first member of a new

cluster will be first in the sort order, relative to that cluster. For example, in a dataset of

bank loan counterparties, data might be sorted by descending number of words in the

company name, making the master record the member of the cluster having the longest

company name. Records with long company names may be chosen to seed clusters

because long names may be more easily distinguished by some similarity scoring

procedures than shorter names because they contain more tokens and also a greater

diversity of tokens.

A cluster may have more than one master record. This feature will be used below

in the cluster approval process when merging clusters and when overriding cluster

membership decisions made by an algorithm with decisions made by a person.

If the candidate selection procedure 930 returns one or more candidate records,

the members of every data cluster associated with the candidate records are retrieved to

be scored against the query record. The associated data clusters are called the candidate

data clusters. In some implementations, not every cluster member is retrieved 939 but

only those members stored in a representative records store 178. The scoring engine 150

is used to determine a similarity score between the query record and every retrieved

cluster member. If the best score is above a match threshold, the query record is added to

the corresponding cluster. If a query record is above the match threshold for more than

one cluster, then it is added to the cluster for which it has the highest score. In some

implementations, if a query record has the same best score for more than one cluster, it is

added to the first cluster. In other implementations, if a query record has the same highest



score for more than one cluster, it may be added to all such clusters with a weight

reflecting likelihood of membership.

In some implementations, after a query record is associated with a data cluster,

the best score responsible for determining cluster membership may be compared to a

threshold. If the best score is below this threshold, then the query record is considered

sufficiently distinct from the other members of the cluster and is added to a representative

records store 178. The intent here is to leverage partial transitivity of similarity scores. If

A is highly similar to B and C is similar to A, then B will be at least reasonably similar to

C. As such, it may not be necessary to score C against B as the score against A will be

sufficiently accurate. Such a threshold may be called a "near-duplicate" threshold and

may be set quite high. The purpose is to reduce redundant scoring especially against

cluster members that are nearly identical.

In one implementation, the number of matching token-pair query terms between a

query and a raw candidate record may be counted and if the number exceeds a candidate

threshold, the raw candidate record is a candidate record, and the associated data cluster

is considered a candidate cluster. After all candidate data clusters are identified, the

query record is scored against the members of the candidate clusters to find the best

score, and the process continues as before.

FIGS. 10A-D are diagrams illustrating an implementation of the clustering

process for a multi-token query field. In FIG. 10A, a raw query 1000 is formed from a

company name, "ACME-Metl Grp.". It is standardized 1002 by lower-casing and

replacing punctuation to give the standardized raw query 1004 "acme metl grp". Each

token is replaced by its token-representative vector 1006 as in FIGS. 3A-B. The word

"metl" belongs to two canonical neighborhoods and so has two tokens "metal" and

"meta"; both are used in the resulting token-replaced raw query. This token-replaced raw

query is expanded 1008 to produce the expanded query 1010, consisting of a list of

alphabetized token word pairs and single-word tokens, e.g. "acme metal", "group metal",

"group meta", etc.

In FIG. 10B, the process continues. The standardized raw query 1004 has been

token-replaced 1006 and expanded 1008 to give the expanded query 1010. Separately, the

entries of the master records store 1050 have been expanded 1052 to populate a search



store 1054. The variant-lookup in the search store 1054 works in this case by taking each

token pair from the expanded query 1010 and looking it up 1056 in the search store 1054.

The number of token pairs matching to a common cluster id are counted 1058 and the

result stored in a list of raw candidate records 1060. In this example, the number of

matching token pairs is a proxy for the score of two company names. A threshold is

applied to remove candidates 1062 having too few matching pairs for the number of

tokens in the query and the master record (the length in tokens of the name in the master

record was stored in the search store 1054 for this purpose).

In FIG. IOC, the candidate records 1061 are read to fetch representative records

from the representative record store 1070 for candidate cluster ids (including cluster seq)

1072. The scoring fields present in the standardized incoming record 1074 are scored

individually 1078 against the retrieved fields from each representative record 1076.

These field-level scores 1080 are combined in a case-based score ruleset 1082 to compute

a score for the compared records. Here, the score is encoded in logical terms as a match

decision 1084. The rules here are read by "and-ing" input conditions across and "or-ing"

cases down. For example, if the name score is greater than a near duplicate threshold

and the id score is 1 and the date score is 1, then the match decision is "Near duplicate".

If the name score were lower than the near duplicate threshold, then the next row would

be tried, and so forth until a matching condition were found, if any. In some

implementation, this ruleset can be encoded using a Business Rules Environment, such as

the environment described in U.S. Patent No. 8,069,129, incorporated herein by

reference. The score elements shown in the columns of the scoring ruleset 1082 may be

encoded in a match code, for example, the second row might have a match code of "311"

where "3" in the first position indicates a name score above the match threshold (but

below the near-duplicate threshold) and "1" in the other two positions indicate exact

matches for id score and date score.

In FIG. 10D, in the score ruleset 1082, the match decision for compared records

1084 is translated 1086 to an action 1088 in another case-based ruleset. Different actions

occur for different match decisions. The match decision 1090 "Near duplicate" is

assigned if the name score is above a near duplicate threshold (which by implication is

larger than a match score) and the other scores are 1. The resulting action 1092 is to



assign the existing cluster id to the incoming record. On the other hand, if the match

decision 1093 were "Match" (and not "Near duplicate"), then in addition to assigning the

existing match threshold, the action 1094 would be to add the record to the representative

records store 1070. If the match decision 1095 were "No match", then the actions 1096-

1099 would be to generate a new cluster id and assign it to the record, to add the record to

the master records store 1050, to apply the search-entry expansion procedure 1052 to the

record and add the results to the search index 1054, and to add the record to the

representative records store 1070.

2.6.8 Cluster membership determination in batch mode

The clustering process proceeds somewhat differently in a batch mode than in an

incremental mode. FIG 11A-D diagram the clustering process. In FIG 11A, a high-level

overview of the clustering process is given. The variant profiler stores 115 and variant

network stores 126 may be read and processed through a search-entry expansion

procedure to populate search-entries 145 in search stores 146. This happens as a

preprocessing step. The data source 100 is read. Raw queries are generated and

expanded for each record 1110, in some implementations using data in the variant

profiler stores 115 and variant network stores 126. The expanded queries may be

formulated to approximate the cluster membership criteria in such a way as to exclude

records which could not satisfy the cluster membership criteria. Expanded queries may

be passed to the candidate search engine 1120 which retrieves raw candidate records

from the search stores 146. The raw candidate records may be filtered by a candidate

selector 1130 to select those which meet a proxy match criterion. In some

implementations, the proxy match criterion may be realized in part using search codes,

which encode the result of multiple searches made for each record. All candidate records

meeting the proxy match criterion may be subjected to detailed scoring against the query

record 1140 and their resulting scores may be saved in a variant-pair score store 1150.

In some implementations, a match code may be assigned to each pair to encode

details behind the scoring decision, including the quality of score decisions for elements

of the score (such as the quality of a name math or a post-code match) and encodings of

the state of population of fields or combinations of fields in the records of the pair.



After all records in the data source 100 have been processed, and the variant-pair

score store 1150 is complete, the data source records 100 are read again. Data source

records may be processed by a cluster membership engine 1150 to determine to which

cluster each data source record belongs, including creating new clusters and indicating

when a cluster membership decision is ambiguous or marginal. A user 102 using a user

interface 104 may review the variant-pair score store 1150. In some implementations, the

user interface may graphically display the network of variant-pair scores, in which each

record is a node and a variant-pair of candidate records is an edge. The user interface

may record the overall score, score details (including constituent scores contributing to

the overall score), search codes and match codes associated with the pair of candidate

records. In some implementations, the user 102 may manipulate the variant-pair score

store 1150 to add, remove or modify details of variant pairings.

Since the variant-pair score store is complete 1150 for the dataset 100, a batch

mode cluster membership decision has a complete set of records available to make cluster

membership decisions, rather than only records that have been previously processed, as in

an incremental mode.

In FIG 1IB, one batch-mode implementation of the cluster membership engine is

diagrammed. Data records are read from the same data source 100 processed to obtain

the variant-pair score store 1150. In some implementations, the records may be sorted

according to a distinguishability criterion 1151 to put more distinguishable records first.

Population of cluster stores 170 and the data clusters 180 is incremental. Each query

record is looked up 1152 in the cluster stores 170 on its unique record identifier (it is

presumed one has already been attached) to determine if it is already a member of a

cluster and if so, to retrieve the associated cluster id(s).

If the unique record identifier of the query record is already present in the cluster

stores 170, then the query record must have been added to the cluster stores during

processing of a previous data record. Assign the cluster id 1153, and update 1154 the

data clusters 180.

If the unique record identifier is not present in the cluster stores, its variant paired

records may be found 1155 from the variant-pair score store 1150 and those whose score

is over a match threshold are retrieved. The match threshold indicates the records that



would be similar enough to be in the same cluster were the original record a master

record of a cluster. In the current setting, a master record may be considered to be the

first member of a cluster. Most records are not therefore master records themselves, and

this match threshold is used to identify records similar enough to support membership in

the same cluster as the variant-paired record. Each variant-paired record may then be

looked up in the cluster stores 1355 to determine if one or more of them has already been

assigned to a cluster. There are three cases to consider: none of the variant-paired

records is in the cluster stores, one is, or many are.

If none of the variant-paired records is already present in the cluster stores, then

the current record is sufficiently distinct from existing clusters to be the first member of a

new cluster. A new cluster is created 1156 based on the current record, and the data

clusters are updated 1154 with the new cluster. In addition, each of the variant-paired

records above the match threshold are added to the cluster, including the unique record

identifier of each variant-paired record and the associated scoring information from the

variant-pair score stores 1150. As mentioned above, records whose scores exceed the

match threshold are similar enough to be in the same cluster as the current record were it

the master record of a cluster, which it is as the first member of a new cluster. These

records cannot be used to update the data clusters 180 because the information about the

records is incomplete. Each record will be added to the data clusters 180 once it is read

from the data source 100 and its unique record identifier is found in the cluster stores

170.

If one variant-pair record is found to be a member of an existing cluster, the

current record is within the match threshold of a member of a cluster and is taken to be a

member of that cluster. The current record is assigned the associated cluster id 1153.

The data clusters 180 are then updated 1154 with the current record. The cluster search

stores 170 may be updated 1168 with cluster information associated with the current

record.

FIG. l l C provides an example in which one variant-pair record is a member of an

existing cluster. A master record 1180 of an existing cluster is marked by a black filled-

in circle. Non-master records are indicated by gray filled-in circles. A near-duplicate

threshold 1181 encircles records that are very similar to the master record and might, for



example, not be added to a representative records store 178 (one of the cluster stores

180). A match threshold 1182 encircles all records sufficiently similar to the master

record to be a member of the cluster by direct association. A master record 1183 of a

second disjoint cluster is shown, together with its near-duplicate and match threshold

boundaries.

A current record 1184 is not a member of an existing cluster as it falls outside of

the match threshold boundaries of the two clusters shown. Its own match threshold

boundary 1185 encircles one data record 1186. This data record 1186 will be a variant-

pair data record for the data record 1184 because it is within the match threshold (and

hence would be a member of the cluster associated with data record 1184 were data

record 1184 a master record, which here it is not). The data record 1186 is already a

member of the cluster associated with master record 1180, and therefore the current data

record 1184 is added to this cluster. Since the current data record is outside of the match

threshold 1182, an edge 1187 is drawn to show the connection to the data record from

which it derives cluster membership.

In some implementations, to limit the growth of clusters through chains of

associations, an outer suspect threshold boundary 1188 may be drawn around the master

record 1180 to limit the region in which a cluster member may be found. Data record

1189 is within a match threshold of data record 1184, now a member of the cluster, but it

is outside of the suspect threshold boundary 1188 and therefore excluded from

membership in the cluster of the master record 1180. Such marginal variant-pairings may

also be distinguished in the graphical network diagram, as here with a dashed line.

Return to FIG. 1IB. If many variant-pair records are found to be members of

existing clusters, the set of clusters is deduplicated. If there is only one distinct cluster,

the previous case applies. If there are several distinct clusters containing one or more

variant-pair records of the current record, in one implementation, the best scores within

each cluster and the corresponding matching variant pair record is recorded 1162 as

evidence of the ambiguity or uncertainty of the cluster membership decision. The best

match may be found 1164 by comparing the best score records from each distinct cluster.

In the event of a tie, the current record is assigned to the cluster with lowest cluster id. In



some implementations, the current record may be made a partial member of more than

one cluster with weight determined by the relative scores with each cluster.

The associated cluster id is assigned 1153 to the current record. The data clusters

180 are updated 1154 with the current record. The cluster stores 170 are also updated

1168 with the cluster information associated with the current record, including the

assigned cluster id and the list of alternative cluster membership pairings with their

scores.

FIG. 1ID illustrates an example in which a current data record is within the match

threshold of two distinct clusters. As before, data records 1180 and 1183 are master

records of distinct clusters with their respective near-duplicate and match threshold

boundaries shown. A current data record 1190 is under consideration for cluster

membership. It has two variant-pair records inside of its match threshold, data records

1193 and 1194. Each is respectively a member of the cluster associated with master

records 1180 and 1183. Both clusters and these variant-paired records may be recorded

in the cluster stores 180. Suppose the best score between the two is the score between

current data record 1190 and the variant-pair data record 1193. The current data record

1190 will be assigned to the cluster of master record 1180, and its pairing with data

record 1193 will be marked with a black edge. The alternative association with variant-

pair data record 1194, and its associated cluster with master record 1183, will be recorded

and marked by a gray edge.

In a graphical user interface 104, the network of clusters may be displayed with

each data record as a node. Data records that are master records may be distinguished.

Boundaries of the cluster circumscribing the collection of data records within a cluster

may be drawn. Data records outside of the match boundary that are members of a cluster

by virtue of a variant-pairing with a cluster member may be indicated by an edge. Those

data records which are potentially members of more than one cluster may be highlighted.

These are data records whose disposition may be subject to review by a user during the

cluster approval process and distinguishing them and indicating their linkage to multiple

clusters may assist the user in reaching a final decision on membership. The user 102

may use a user interface 104 to make such decisions as part of a review of the cluster

network or as part of a cluster approval process, discussed below.



2.6.9 Variant-lookup procedure for token-pair query terms

Candidate records may be ranked based on the number of different queries for

which the cluster id appears referenced by a search result. For example, cluster 1 may

referenced by search results for three queries; cluster 10 may referenced by search results

for two queries; cluster 15 may be referenced by search results for four queries, etc. .. In

some implementations, candidate records are given a score based on a ratio of the number

of token-pair query terms that generated search results that reference the candidate record

to the number of token-pair query terms. The score can be determined using the formula:

SCO 6 an i a QueryPairscandidate! QueryPairs

where scorecan didate is the score of the cluster. QueryPairscandidate is the number of queries

that include any search result that identifies the cluster. And QueryPairs are the number

of token-pair query terms looked up from the expanded query in the search store.

Candidate records may be identified by comparing the score to a candidate

threshold. For example, matching half of the query pairs might be a good score.

In some implementations, supplementary information may be used in determining

which candidates to keep. For example, the number of token-pair query terms (including

adjacent query terms and query terms with an intervening query term) can be expressed

in terms of the number of tokens in the query N as 2N-3. The candidate record has M

tokens and therefore 2M-3 token-pair query terms. An example criterion which gives a

good set of candidates is to require the number of matched query pairs be greater than or

equal to 2*minimum(M,N) - 5 . The key feature of this expression is that it is aware that

the candidate record might have fewer token-pairs than the query and consequently fewer

matching pairs are required to have a possible match. Other expressions are possible.

2.6.10 Query reject handling

In some implementations, search results that reference too many distinct records

may be discarded as not being sufficiently distinguishing. For example, a threshold for

the maximum number of records returned by a token-pair query term might be 100,

which allows a reasonable number of distinct records to be scored without wasting time if

the token-pair query term were unhelpful. Cluster membership is typically determined by

more than one field similarity score. If a token-pair query term returns a large number of



clusters, this may mean that some other value is varying significantly across the set of

candidates while the token-pair query term is not. After the number of retrieved records

reaches the threshold, the token-pair query term may as well be dropped because it may

not be as effective as other distinguishing information might be.

For single-token query terms, the threshold may be set lower, perhaps less than

10. The reasoning is that individual single-token query terms are in general not very

distinguishing; in fact they may be most useful to detect matches with records containing

tokens of only one word where a pair cannot be formed. If a single-token query term is

not successful in finding a distinct match, it may be more productive to use some other

piece of information that is more discriminating.

In some scenarios, a raw query may not produce any candidate queries, for

example, it might be blank or null. Or, the query terms may all be rejected as too

common, in which case no query can be made. In both cases, the record is rejected from

the query process. An alternate query construction expression involving a different field

(or combination of fields) may be used to formulate a useful query to drive the clustering.

A cluster strategy identifier may be used to mark records to indicate under which query

expression they were clustered.

For example, suppose a first clustering were based on government assigned

identifier and a large number of records have a default value of, say, all zeroes. After 100

clusters are formed with government assigned identifier all zeroes (differing on other

fields like name and date of birth), subsequent records will be rejected. In some

implementations, all records, or a reduced set of representative records, sharing the too-

common query term are extracted, including those already clustered and the other

members of their clusters. This collection of records are reclustered using a new cluster

strategy. The original cluster id under the old strategy may be saved for each record for

later use. In this example, a new cluster strategy using a query based on name is likely

to be more discriminating on this set of records and may be used to cluster the records

where the government assigned identifier cluster strategy has failed. Generally, fields to

use in constructing a query are selected from the most discriminating to the least

discriminating. Incomplete records are less discriminating and lead to potentially



ambiguous cluster membership decisions, so it is useful for them to be clustered

separately from fully populated records.

When clustering under the second cluster strategy, it may be useful to use the too-

common query as the segment value. This will restrict clustering to the records from the

set sharing the common query value. After the second clustering, multiple match

reconciliation of the old and new cluster ids may be used. The first and second

clusterings may assign different sets of records to clusters because the choice of cluster

strategy may affect cluster membership decisions. Multiple match reconciliation will

attempt to merge clusters under the different strategies. The details of multiple match

reconciliation are described below in a different but related context.

In some implementations, the search store 146 may contain search entries for

multiple search-expansion procedures corresponding to queries using different fields (or

combinations of fields). For example, the search store 146 may contain entries for

clusters based on government assigned identifier queries. The search-store entries can be

reexpanded, retaining the same cluster id keys, for name-based queries. That is, using the

data clusters derived by clustering using a government assigned identifier query as a data

source, search entries for a name-based query expression can be expanded. This amounts

to reindexing the search store. If the set of existing clusters have been reindexed for a

new query strategy, then processing rejected records does not require extracting and

reprocessing related records but can proceed as a fresh clustering run using the reindexed

search store for the new query.

2.6.1 1 Multiple match reconciliation

In FIG. 12, the multiple match reconciliation step procedure is diagrammed. If

clusters are held in vectorized form, that is, if multiple cluster members are held together

in a single record, the cluster members are normalized into individual records 1200.

These records are partitioned by the unique record key 1202. This ensures that all

replicants of each original data record are in the same partition. The data records are

rolled up on record key to obtain a vector of distinct cluster keys associated with the

record 1204. One cluster key, say the smallest, is selected as preferred. The vector is then

normalized into cluster key pairs, pairing the preferred (here, the smallest) cluster key



with each other distinct cluster key 1206. Transitive closure is then applied to set of all

cluster key pairs. This results in an assignment of one cluster key to each network of

connected cluster key pairs 1208, that is, to each cluster, and this cluster key is then

assigned to each unique data record 1210.

One implementation of the multiple match reconciler 165 is diagrammed in FIGS.

13A-C. In FIG. 13A, clusters of records 510 on multiple partitions are normalized 1320

into individual records 1321. In the first cluster 1300, k l is the cluster id for a cluster

containing two records. The first of these records 1310 has segment key "135," an id

"123456," and a record key "rl ." After normalization, the cluster key k l is added to the

record 1310 and the segment key is dropped, giving the record 1322. The normalized

records 1321 are then repartitioned by the record key 1324. The result 1326 is that all

records sharing a record key are present in the same partition.

In FIG. 13B, the records 1326 are rolled up on record key 1328 to produce

records with unique record key, each containing vectors of cluster keys 1330. For

example, record 1331 is the unique record with record key "rl ." It has id "123456" and a

vector of two cluster ids "[kl, k2]." Pairs of cluster keys are formed. Here they are

already pairs. If the vectors were longer, for example, "[kl, k2, k5]," then pairs would be

formed from adjacent elements in the vector: "[kl, k2]", "[k2, k5]". Transitive closure

1332 is applied to choose a unique representative cluster key for each set of connected

pairs, giving the resulting pairing 1334.

In FIG. 13C, the records 1330 are assigned unique cluster keys using the mapping

1334 obtained from transitive closure 1332. The records are repartitioned on the cluster

key 1340 and rolled up over cluster key into data clusters 530.

2.6.12 Cluster approval process

In some implementations, the master record may be designated by a user from

among the members of a cluster as part of a cluster approval process that takes place after

clustering. A cluster may have more than one master record. Multiple master records

having the same cluster id are distinguished by a cluster sequence number.

The cluster approval process provides the user an opportunity to review the

grouping of records into clusters through a UI and to make changes as desired. For



example, the user may want to change which record or records in a cluster are designated

as master records. The master record(s) serve as special representatives of the cluster, in

particular they may sometimes be used for display and sometimes as the master record

from which search store entries are formed. The user may feel some record other than

the first member or centroid of the cluster is a better representative, perhaps because it

has better values (to the user) in some of its fields. In some implementations, when the

master record is changed, the master record store may be modified by adding the new

master record and disabling or removing the previous master record. If the search store is

based on the master record, it is modified to add entries corresponding to the new master

record and to disable or remove those entries relating to the old master record.

The user may also choose to merge two clusters by manually indicating that the

cluster id of one cluster should be remapped to the value of the cluster id of another

cluster. For example, for a clustering based on a company name, the user may recognize

that the company names on two clusters represent the same legal entity and should be

held together in the same cluster. Cluster id 125 might hold records for "HSBC" while

cluster id 192 holds records for "Midland Bank". These names are not matches under the

similarity scoring rules, but the user knows that Midland Bank was acquired by HSBC

and wants to cluster them together. The user may indicate that the cluster id 192 is to be

remapped to cluster id 125. When the cluster approval changes are processed, in some

implementations, the master record store may be modified to change the cluster id of the

primary record with cluster id 192 to 125 and to set the cluster sequence to the next larger

unused value. The search store entries associated with the master record may also be

modified to change the cluster id from 192 to 125. In future clusterings, records having

the name "Midland Bank" will find a candidate at cluster id 125 and may be clustered

there along with "HSBC" records.

A user may choose to split clusters in a similar fashion. In some implementations,

a record may be marked to be a member of a new cluster. On processing the cluster

approval changes, the record may be added to the master records store as the master

record of a new cluster and search-entries populated from the record may be added to the

search stores.



In some implementations, search store entries are populated with the disjoint

union of the entries generated from every cluster member, that is, each distinct entry

generated by a search-entry expansion procedure by some member of the cluster is kept

as an entry in the index linking to the cluster. This helps to expose the diversity of the

cluster to the search process.

In some implementations, additional information may be stored in the search

stores to facilitate evaluation of the viability of the candidate. For example, the number of

tokens in a multiword field, like a business or personal name, may be stored in the search

store.

FIG. 14A-B diagrams the cluster approval process in more detail. In FIG. 14A,

records from the data clusters 180 are read 1401 and an approval worksheet is populated

containing a record for every member of selected data clusters, including the cluster id

and other information from the data cluster record. In some implementations, columns in

the approval sheet may be populated to indicate which records are confirmed and which

are master records. A user 102 may view and edit the approval worksheet through a user

interface 104 to specify approval changes 1420.

Any changes made by the user 102 (or through some automatic process) to the

approval worksheet are detected 1430 by comparing the modified approval worksheet to

the original.

In some implementations, a user 102 may confirm a record as a member of a

cluster, in which event, the record, if presented to clustering in the future, will receive the

current cluster id without further processing. In some implementations, an update

procedure 1432 accomplishes this by adding 1433 the unique reference key of the record

along with the current cluster id to a confirmed or excluded store 172, marking the record

as confirmed. A user may also unconfirm a previously confirmed record in which event

the record may be removed from the confirmed or excluded store 172 or marked as

disabled by the update procedure 1432.

In some implementations, a user may exclude a record as a member of a cluster,

in which event, the record, if presented to clustering in the future, will be blocked from

membership in the cluster having the current cluster id without further processing. This

may be used as a mechanism to induce the clustering algorithm to find the next best



cluster for the record. In some implementations, exclusion is accomplished by a similar

process as confirmation. An update procedure 1432 adds 1433 the unique reference key

of the record along with the current cluster id to a confirmed or excluded store 172,

marking the record as excluded. A user may unexclude a previously excluded record in

which event the record may be removed from the confirmed or excluded store 172 or

marked as disabled by the update procedure 1432.

In some implementations, which record is the master record of a cluster may be

changed. The new master record may be stored in an updated master record store 1440

and the old master record may be removed from the master record store 1440 or disabled.

In some implementations, a record may be marked to be remapped to a new

cluster. This has the effect of splitting an existing cluster. Such a marked record will

have a new cluster id assigned 1438 and be stored as the master record of a new cluster in

an updated master records store 1440. Only selected records need to be so marked as

records closer to a marked record than to the master record of a current cluster will

cluster with the marked record when records are reprocessed in a subsequent step.

In some implementations, a record may be remapped to an existing cluster. This

has the effect of merging two clusters. For example, the record "Midland Bank" with

cluster id 192 might be remapped to the "HSBC" cluster 125, thereby merging the

clusters. When merging a record to an existing cluster, the record may be assigned the

existing cluster id and becomes a new, additional master record for that cluster. In some

implementations, the different master records of a cluster may be distinguished by a

cluster sequence number. When a new master record is added to a cluster, the highest

cluster sequence number is incremented 1436 before the record is added to the updated

master records store 1440.

After appropriate updates have been made to the confirmed or excluded store 172

and the updated master records store 1440, all records potentially affected by the changes

may be extracted 1434 from the data clusters 180 to give the dataset of affected records

1450. In some implementations, the affected records may be identified by extracting all

records in a cluster from which a change has been initiated or to which a record has been

remapped. The rationale is that the records in these clusters are all relatively close, in a

sense relevant for cluster membership, yet are far enough from records in other clusters



that changes to the members of these clusters will not affect membership decisions in

other clusters.

In FIG. 14B, the process of reclustering records affected by cluster approval

changes is diagrammed. The affected records 1450 are read 1451 and applied to the

search stores and representatives stores to remove all records 1452 (except those which

are confirmed) associated with the clusters in the affected records to produce reduced

search stores 1456 and reduced representative stores 1458. This effectively returns the

clustering process to an initial state for the affected records, with the exception that the

confirmed or excluded stores 172 and updated master records store 1440 are already

populated. The affected records 1450 are read 1459 and reclustered as in FIG. 9 using

the confirmed or excluded stores 172, the updated master records store 1440, the reduced

search stores 1456 and the reduced representative stores 1458.

Confirmed records will be assigned their existing cluster id. Affected records that

are master records will be exact matches with themselves and will be assigned their

associated cluster id. Excluded records will be blocked from particular clusters and will

be assigned to other clusters as appropriate. This may and likely will be to a cluster not

among the affected clusters. Such a reassignment is possible because the updated master

records store 1440, reduced search stores 1456 and reduced representative stores 1458

contain records for all other clusters, so matching and assignment to the other clusters is

possible. All other records will go where the usual cluster membership decision process

takes them. Records more similar to a remapped record than the records of a previous

cluster will be assigned to the cluster of the remapped record. This happens both for

splitting and merging of clusters.

As records are processed, the reduced search stores 1456 and the reduced

representative stores 1458 are repopulated 1464 to produce the updated search stores

1466 and updated representative stores 1468. The result of cluster membership decisions

are written to a dataset of modified affected data clusters 1480. This may be compared

1482 to the original data clusters 180 to find the data cluster differences 1484. In some

implementations, before and after lists or graphical images of the clusters may be shown

to a user 102 in a user interface 104. The user 102 may then choose to iterate by making

further approval changes and repeating the process or to discard the changes and to start



over. When the user is satisfied with the approval changes, the data clusters 180 and the

cluster stores 170, including the confirmed or excluded store 172, the master records

store 174, the search stores 146, and the representative records store 178, may be

published to be used for future clustering of new data sources.

3 Clustering against remote systems

Clustering records against the data clusters held in a remote clustering system that

is isolated, in particular, one that does not export any data, may be handled by a

modification of the cluster membership procedure in incremental mode. The essential

requirement is that, in addition to the query, certain additional data found during the

clustering process on the originating system must be passed to the remote clustering

system. The additional data are the variants, both at the level of tokens and of candidate

records, that represent the range of variation on the originating system. These variants

are required to make a comprehensive search and cluster match on the remote system.

A query may come in two forms. It may be a query formed from a query record,

in which case the query record is passed along with the query. Or, it may be an isolated

query with no associated query record, in which case it is simply passed on its own. This

affects scoring of candidate matching records later in the process.

For tokens, each token in the originating system may have variant tokens in the

remote system that are not present in the originating system. To find these new variants,

every variant related to a token participating in the originating clustering process must be

passed to the remote system. In some implementations, to capture the full range of

variation in tokens, the collected neighborhoods of tokens corresponding to all token-

representatives paired with any token in the original expanded query are retrieved and

passed to the remote clustering system. On the remote system, these original tokens are

added to the variant profiler and variant network stores to determine new variant pairings

between the original system and the remote system and updated variant profiler and

variant network stores are written. Token-representatives are formed in the updated

variant network stores. Token-representatives must remain as originally created on the

remote system because the search stores are indexed by these token-representatives. The

new original variant tokens, i.e. those tokens from the originating system not already



present in the remote variant profiler or variant network stores, are added to existing

token-representative neighborhoods.

A similar requirement to pass all original variants applies to representative

records retrieved from the representative records store after suitably matching candidate

records have been determined, i.e. those meeting a selection criteria appropriate for the

query. These representative records span the diversity of records on the originating

system that satisfy the query selection criteria. Each of these records may find variant

pairings on the remote system that might otherwise go undetected.

If both the variant tokens and the representative records related to the query are

passed to the remote system along with the query, the cluster membership procedure

described above in incremental mode may be applied to retrieve all records matching a

query according to specified selection criteria. In some applications, for example, fraud

detection or forensic investigation, the selection criteria for retrieving records related to a

query may be different than the cluster membership criteria used to determine cluster

membership. Cluster membership typically favors more restrictive criteria to avoid false

positive identification, that is, placing a record in the wrong cluster, while forensic

queries favor avoid looser criteria to avoid false negatives, that is, missing a record that

should be a match.

In FIG. 15A-C, an example of a query made against a remote clustering system is

diagrammed. In FIG. 15A, user A 102A using a user interface 104A submits a query

1500 to a local clustering system. In some implementations, the query may be expanded

1510, drawing on records from the variant profiler stores 115A to find variant tokens

paired with each token in the raw query and on records from the variant network stores

126A, for example, to find token-representatives to replace the variant tokens in the

expanded query. As described above, the neighborhoods of the token-representatives for

those tokens in the variant network stores 126A are extracted and held as selected variant

network records 1514. Every token in the selected variant network records may be

extracted 1515 from the variant profiler stores 115A and held as selected variant profiler

records 1516.

Raw candidates are found 1520 from the expanded query using the search stores

146A. The search entries used may be held in selected search entries 1522. The query



selection criteria is applied 1530 to the raw candidate records to select candidate records.

If there are candidate records, the representative records contained in the clusters

associated with the candidate records are retrieved 1540 from the representative records

store 178A and held as selected representative records 1542. The query 1500 and the

various selected records 1514, 1516 and 1542, if any, are passed to the remote clustering

system where they are received (not shown) for processing by the remote clustering

system.

In FIG. 15B, the received selected variant profiler records 15 16 are used to update

1551 the variant profiler store 115B on the remote system to produce an updated variant

profiler store 1552. In some implementations, this may be a temporary update used only

for the purpose of this query. The received selected variant network records 1514 and the

updated variant profiler store 1552 are used to update 1553 the variant network store

126B to produce the update variant network store 1554.

In FIG. 15C, the received query 1500 and the received selected representative

records 1542 are read. Raw queries are formed from each selected representative record

and together with the originating query are expanded 1510 to expanded queries, using the

update variant profiler stores 1552 and updated variant network stores 1554. Raw

candidate records are found 1560 in the remote search stores 146B. A query selection

criteria is applied to the raw candidate records to find 1565 those meeting the selection

criteria. A filter is applied 1567. If there are no candidates, this is reported to the user

102B through the user interface 104B.

If there are candidates, they are used to retrieve representative records from their

corresponding clusters in the representative records store 178B which are then scored

against the current query record, that is, either the original query record or an original

representative record from which the current query was formed. If the original query

itself did not have an associated query record, all representative records are taken. In

some implementations, when there is a query record associated with the original query,

this too is scored against the retrieved representative records 178B and the score reported

along with the score between the current query record and the representative record.

The resulting scores between the current query record and representative records

178B are compared with the query match criteria and if the match criteria are met 1575,



data cluster records are retrieved 1577 from the remote data clusters 180B and stored as

query results 1580. The query results are then reported to the user 102B through the user

interface 104B.

4 Implementations

The clustering, segmentation, and parallelization techniques described above can

be implemented using software for execution on a computer. For instance, the software

forms procedures in one or more computer programs that execute on one or more

programmed or programmable computer systems (which may be of various architectures

such as distributed, client/server, or grid) each including at least one processor, at least

one data storage system (including volatile and non-volatile memory and/or storage

elements), at least one input device or port, and at least one output device or port. The

software may form one or more modules of a larger program, for example, that provides

other services related to the design and configuration of dataflow graphs. The nodes and

elements of the graph can be implemented as data structures stored in a computer

readable medium or other organized data conforming to a data model stored in a data

repository.

The software may be provided on a storage medium, such as a CD-ROM,

readable by a general or special purpose programmable computer, or delivered (encoded

in a propagated signal) over a communication medium of a network to a storage medium

of the computer where it is executed. All of the functions may be performed on a special

purpose computer, or using special-purpose hardware, such as coprocessors. The

software may be implemented in a distributed manner in which different parts of the

computation specified by the software are performed by different computers. Each such

computer program is preferably stored on or downloaded to a storage media or device

(e.g., solid state memory or media, or magnetic or optical media) readable by a general or

special purpose programmable computer, for configuring and operating the computer

when the storage media or device is read by the computer system to perform the

procedures described herein. The inventive system may also be considered to be

implemented as a computer-readable storage medium, configured with a computer



program, where the storage medium so configured causes a computer system to operate

in a specific and predefined manner to perform the functions described herein.

A number of embodiments of the invention have been described. Nevertheless, it

will be understood that various modifications may be made without departing from the

spirit and scope of the invention. For example, some of the steps described above may be

order independent, and thus can be performed in an order different from that described

above.

It is to be understood that the foregoing description is intended to illustrate and

not to limit the scope of the invention, which is defined by the scope of the appended

claims. For example, a number of the function steps described above may be performed

in a different order without substantially affecting overall processing. Other embodiments

are within the scope of the following claims.



What is claimed is:

1. A method, including:

receiving data records, the received data records each including one or more

values in one or more fields; and

processing the received data records to identify one or more data clusters, the

processing including:

identifying tokens that each include at least one value or fragment of a

value in a field or a combination of fields;

generating a network representing the identified tokens, with nodes of the

network representing tokens and edges of the network each

representing a variant relationship between tokens; and

generating a graphical representation of the network with different subsets

of nodes distinguished based at least in part on values associated

with nodes, where a value associated with a particular node

quantifies a count of a number of instances of the token

represented by that particular node appearing within the received

data records.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein two tokens have a variant relationship if a

distance between the tokens is below a threshold.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein at least one subset includes a first node

and nodes obtained by traversing edges that connect to nodes associated with equal or

lower values than the value associated with the first node.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein at least a first subset includes at least one

node associated with a token that is a representative for tokens represented by other nodes

in the first subset.



5 . The method of claim 4, wherein identifying a data cluster to associate with

a first received data record includes replacing at least one token in the first received data

record with its representative token.

6 . The method of claim 1, further including identifying at least one node

associated with a value that is larger than the mean of values associated with the other

nodes in the first set by more than a predetermined threshold.

7 . The method of claim 6, further including determining any two of the

identified nodes that are directly connected to each other by an edge.

8. The method of claim 1, further including receiving input from a user or a

predetermined rule applied to the network to modify the network by adding an edge

between two nodes or removing an edge between two nodes.

9 . The method of claim 8, further including displaying in a user interface a

visual representation of the network, and visually indicating the values associated with

the nodes.

10. The method of claim 9, further including receiving the input through the

user interface.

11. A computer program stored on a computer-readable storage medium, the

computer program including instructions for causing a computing system to:

receive data records, the received data records each including one or more values

in one or more fields; and

process the received data records to identify one or more data clusters, the

processing including:



identifying tokens that each include at least one value or fragment of a

value in a field or a combination of fields;

generating a network representing the identified tokens, with nodes of the

network representing tokens and edges of the network each

representing a variant relationship between tokens; and

generating a graphical representation of the network with different subsets

of nodes distinguished based at least in part on values associated

with nodes, where a value associated with a particular node

quantifies a count of a number of instances of the token

represented by that particular node appearing within the received

data records.

12. A computing system, including:

an input device or port configured to receive data records, the received data

records each including one or more values in one or more fields; and

at least one processor configured to process the received data records to identify

one or more data clusters, the processing including:

identifying tokens that each include at least one value or fragment of a

value in a field or a combination of fields;

generating a network representing the identified tokens, with nodes of the

network representing tokens and edges of the network each

representing a variant relationship between tokens; and

generating a graphical representation of the network with different subsets

of nodes distinguished based at least in part on values associated

with nodes, where a value associated with a particular node

quantifies a count of a number of instances of the token

represented by that particular node appearing within the received

data records.



13. A computing system, including:

means for receiving data records, the received data records each including one or

more values in one or more fields; and

means for processing the received data records to identify one or more data

clusters, the processing including:

identifying tokens that each include at least one value or fragment of a

value in a field or a combination of fields;

generating a network representing the identified tokens, with nodes of the

network representing tokens and edges of the network each

representing a variant relationship between tokens; and

generating a graphical representation of the network with different subsets

of nodes distinguished based at least in part on values associated

with nodes, where a value associated with a particular node

quantifies a count of a number of instances of the token

represented by that particular node appearing within the received

data records.
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